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The impact of information technology on decision
making at senior and board levels in most com-
panies has been very limited, and any impact that
has beenfelt has been indirect. It has changed the
method of work of those whoreport to the board,
but not of the board itself. Moreover, the efforts
of the systems department to sell information
systemsto top decision makers have, in most enter-
prises, been half-hearted and ineffective.
Information technology seems to have the best
chanceof helping the decision makerat senior and
board level when the technological needs are con-
sidered after the business and organisational needs.
This in turn implies a need for the systemsdirector
to work more closely with the finance and corpor-
ate planning functions,or to run therisk that they
may usurp parts of the systems function.

We found some evidence that managers are not
averse to using a keyboard, provided they can see
the benefit clearly enough. But other input media
such as light pens, touch-sensitive screens, and
infrared remote control units are regarded by
managers as gimmicks. Indeed, top managers seem
to resist the ☁technology-transfer☂ process. They are
more willing to learn from outsiders than from their
ownstaff. External staff may be better placed to
teach the appropriate skills and the astute systems
director therefore exploits external resources for
his own purposes.

Colourgraphics are a majorasset in interesting top
managers in information technology. But graphics
must be used well (see our guidance in Foundation
Report 40 on presenting information to managers),
and the creation of a logical visual standard is
crucial. For example,if red is used to indicate good
performancein one graph but bad performance in
another, the top managerloses interest.

Expert systems are a major opportunity for the
future. Technology and understanding have
advanced since our earlier and somewhat cautious
report on this subject. American scholars believe
that all major companies should now be involved
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Summary of research findings

with expert systems. We agree. A forthcoming
Foundation report, to be published in 1987, will
examine the business applications of expert
systems.
Our assessmentof the various technologies that we
have consideredis set out below:
♥ Videoconferencing will grow slowly but will not

becomevitally important to many companies.
The most likely successful users are companies
that have widespread project teams working on
commonprojects, particularly high-value capital
projects such as the design of motor cars or
aircraft.

♥ Audioconferencing is difficult for users to accept
happily, particularly if three or more people are
involved. Theresistance of users to this ☁uncon-
genial☂ technology may rest upon psychological
factors not fully understood, and not fully de-
fused by the use of add-ons suchas freeze-frame
television or the ability to exchange documents
by facsimile.

♥ Boardroom graphics can be applied with great
effect when the necessary analysis of the
board☂s real requirements has been conducted.
The effort and cost of amassing the necessary
backlog of data will deter many organisations,
but the benefits for the imaginative user can be
great.

♥ Computer conferencing will be used by geo-
graphically dispersed project or research teams
for whom thecostof full-video systems cannot
be justified.

♥ Thinking aids will be used by a minority of
people with a highly systematic approach to
intellectual problems.

♥ General-purpose decision-support systems able
to answerad hoc queries from a variety of users
require substantial databases and an easy-to-use
query language. They require substantial invest-
ment and should not be embarked on unless
they will be an indispensable tool for the deci-
sion maker.
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Summary of research findings

♥ Expert systems are now emerging from the
research laboratory and the hyper-specialised
arena to play an importantpart in thelife of the
enterprise. Those who took the advice we gave
in 1983, that expert systems could be largely
ignored for three years, should now take our
current advice: if they are not yet involved in
expert systems, now is the time tostart.

RESEARCH TEAM
The research for this report was conducted by

vi

David Butler, Chairman of Butler Cox; Neil Farmer,
a senior consultant with Butler Cox in London;
David Flint, the Foundation☂s Research Manager;
and John Kinnear, the International Directorof the
Foundation. The research consisted mainly offace-
to-face interviews with senior managers from large
organisations to find out how they were using
information technology in decision-making situa-
tions. In all, 35 organisations from five countries
(Australia, France,Italy, the United Kingdom, and
the United States) were examined.
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Chapter 1
The role of information technology in

management decision making

As long ago as 1969, Peter Drucker published one
of the most stimulating management books ever
written. It was entitled The Age ofDiscontinuity.
In it, Drucker drew a sharp contrast between the
stable, slow-changing world of the past and a world
in which financial, economic,political, technologi-
cal, and social change was rapid and fundamental.
Hehighlighted both the high-technology industries
of the future and the new breed of managers (he
called them the New Entrepreneurs) who would
be required to run them. ☁☁Businessmen will have
tolearn,☂☂ wrote Drucker,☁☁to build and manage an
innovative organisation . . . a human group whichis
capable of anticipating the new, capable of
convertingits vision into technology, products and
processes, and willing andable to accept the new.☝

If Drucker☂s visionis to becomereality, information
is the key resource, and information systems are
the enabling tool. The purposeof this report is to
assess to what extent and in what ways the in-
formation systems of 1986 measure up to the
challenge issued by Druckerin 1969. Are systems
genuinely helpful to managers in decision making?
Or are theystill (as they were in 1969) concerned
mainly with low-level record keeping, remote from
the real processes of decision and action?

The question is hardly new. Even the lowest-level
data processing and communications systems can
be said to have some role in improving decision
making. Otherwise, what would be the point of
having them? There are countless computer sys-
tems that now make repetitive operational deci-
sions once made by people. Most such systems
operate at a low level within organisations ♥
hardly the kind of management support Drucker
had in mind.In recent years, however, there has
been more interest in applying information tech-
nology to higher-level decisions andto its use by
middle and senior management. The question is
whetherthis interest has producedusefulresults.

Systemsusedin decision-making situations can be
divided into those that:
♥ Make and implement decisions automatically.
♥ Suggest decisions for verification and approval.
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♥ Help decision makers to explore different
decisions.

Systems that make decisions automatically are not
new. Stock-control systems are an early example
of such a computer application. Aircraft landing
systemsare another.In both of these examples the
level of the individual decisions madeis low but
the effect of errors in the system rules may be very
significant. Recently, it has become possible to
construct systems that make higher-level (and
higher-value) decisions, as hardware becomes
cheaper, as the necessary data is more often
already stored somewhere in a system, and as
managers become more used to computers. For
example, at the 1985 International Conference of
the Butler Cox Foundation, Bill Cook of Morgan
Stanley described (in a paper that has now been
published for Foundation members) a portfolio
managementsystem that was making better buying
and selling decisions than a human dealer. The
system required low-cost, high-capacity computers,
up-to-date electronic stock data, and computer-
literate managers in positions of influence.

Many of the systems that now make decisions
automatically were first installed as decision-
suggesting systems. Thus, early stock control
systems would producelists of order suggestions,
for action or amendment by humanoperators. This
approach was taken mainly as a means of proving
the system, but also because there was often
insufficient processing power or data for the
computer to make all the reordering decisions
automatically. This processstill continues ♥ the
portfolio management system mentioned above
was installed in the same way.

There is now a new Class of system that suggests
decisions ♥ expert systems. An expert system
attempts to suggest a likely solution or decision in
cases where a complete set of rules or data does
not exist. In an expert system a set of rules is
established, based on the experience of experts.
The rules do not have to be exact ♥ in principle,
expert systems can handle imprecise rules such as
☁A is usually less than B☂ with which traditional
data processing cannot cope. In somerespects,
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expert systems are similar to some operational
research systems in that they minimise the chance
of making a bad decision or maximise the chance
of making a good decision. As such, they are used
at present as advisory systems ♥ making the know-
ledge of experts more widely available so that it
can be used byless experienced people. However,
some medical expert systems now providea better
diagnosis in a limited field than most doctors.
Expert systemswill initially provide assistance for
professional workers but may increasingly take
overtheir role (or reduce their ranks), as computers
have already doneforclerical workers.
In the past, there have been many attempts to use
computer technology as an aid to management
decision making, but these have, at best, met with
partial success. In the late 1960s, many organisa-
tions invested considerable sums of money on so-
called MIS ♥ management information systems.
The computer pioneers dreamt of integrated
databases containing comprehensive information
about their organisation and the world in whichit
operated. They talked of managerssitting at ter-
minals asking the computer ☁what-if☂ questions
while the computerinstantly modelled the answer.
All these projects ended in failure.

Nowadays, sane people no longer talk of MIs, but
of decision-support systems. We have somediffi-
culty with this terminology, however. Theoriginal
definition of a decision-support system by Peter
Keen and Michael Scott Morton (see reference 1)
is lucid and sensible. According to them,a decision-
support system uses a computer to:
♥ Assist managers in their decision processes in

semistructured tasks.
♥ Support, rather than replace, managerial judge-ment.
♥ Improve the effectiveness of decision making

rather than its efficiency.
Regrettably, not all the followers of Keen and ScottMorton share their enthusiasm for clarity. Many
systems managers now speak of decision-support
systemsas if they embraced virtually any computerapplication outside the field of classical, large-
system data processing.In this respect, they are in
danger of following in the footsteps of the Misfanatics of the 1960s.
When considering how best to apply computer
technology to management decision making, the
systems manager of the 1980s has a huge
advantage over his counterpart of the 1960s. He
has at his disposal much moreeffective system
building tools and a much wider range of captive
data. He mayalso use, if appropriate, a far wider

range of proprietary databases to provide external
data on prices, products, currencies, or commodi-
ties. Yet hestill faces some of the samedifficulties,

It has been arguedthat historical facts are of very
little use in strategic decision making. All decisions
are about the future, and there are no data about
the future. Computer databases are aboutthepast.
Although models can be used to suggest the future,
managers have to decide whetherthe past is a
reliable guide and whether the modelis sufficiently
realistic. The further into the future we look, the
less likely it is that the past is relevant. A speaker
at a Butler Cox Study Tour meeting described such
a managementsystem as ☁☁trying to steer a ship by
watching its wake☂☂. Moreover, computers cannot
assess uncertainty about future events or what
trade-offs should be made among conflicting objec-
tives. And, if Druckeris right about the future,
uncertainty is itself the only certainty.
It would, however, be misleading to suggest that
databases have no role in managerial decision
making. Mostdecisions are not about the long-term
future, but about the immediate future. Managers
require information about the current situation
before they can decide what to do aboutit. This
is particularly true of new business ventures. Man-
agers need to monitor such ventures closely and
take corrective action quickly if it is necessary. In
Chapter 2 of this report (on page 5) we describe
an example of a system designed to monitor such
activities.

At the 1985 International Conferenceof the Butler
Cox Foundation, Professor Daniel Isenberg argued
that in the past we have tackled management
decision making as if it were a rational process,
whereas in practice the process is full of uncertain-
ties that militate against a purely rational approach.
These uncertainties (as Drucker suggested) em-
brace political, technological, financial, and organ-
isational issues. They give rise to problemsthat are
ill-structured,andit is the ill-structured problems
that cannot be pushed down theline and that
cannoteasily be systematised. Such problems have
the following characteristics:
♥ ☁Experts☂ disagree on the definition of the

problem.
♥ There are multiple, interrelated symptoms.
♥ Thereis imprecise, unreliable information about

the symptoms.

One difficulty with the concept of ☁decision
making☂is that, in practice, managers are not faced
with isolated choices. They have a portfolio ofproblems, issues, and opportunities in which:
♥ Manyproblemsandissues exist simultaneously.

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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Chapter 1 The role of information technology in managementdecision making

♥ The problemsandissues compete for some part
of the manager☂s immediate attention.

♥ The issues are interrelated.

Professor Isenberg suggested the use of the term
☁problem management☂(as an alternative to either
decision making or problem solving) to describe the
situation, seeking thus to convey the message that
problemsor issues are often not solved in any
definitive way. Rather, the manager has a ☁prob-
lem network☂ that he managesin order to allow
him to make appropriate moves as opportunities
arise.
The main emphasis of information technology to
date has been to support better (that is, more
rational) decision making. In practice ♥ as Isenberg
demonstrates ♥ manydecisions,in particular those
taken by more senior managers, cannot be made
on the basis of a rational set of rules. And if this
has always been true, how much moretrueis it in
Drucker☂s Age of Discontinuity.

Howthen can information technology help? In our
view there are two main ways. Thefirst is in
assisting groups of people to reach a collective
decision. Usually, where a decision has to be made
by a groupof people, a meeting of those concerned
is arranged, the issue discussed, and a decision
made. Today, many organisations have installed
technology in meeting roomsto help participants
to understand better the issues being discussed.
Others have introduced various types of telecon-
ferencing technology to reduce the need for face-
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to-face meetings. In Chapters 2 and 3 we discuss
the experience in each of these areas.
The second wayofassisting senior managers in
decision makingis to provide them with access to
data and computing facilities. Nowadays, more
managers and professional workers have access to
computer terminals and personal computers. There
is an increasingly wide range of data available via
internal networks and public online services. More-
over, new computing techniques are emerging, and
the improving cost/performanceratio of equipment
and software is making older techniques more
economic. The ways in which computers can pro-
vide direct support for decision makersaredis-
cussed in Chapter 4.
This report focuses on the use of information tech-
nology to improve management decision making.
During our research, however, we developed a
frameworkfor determining whenthe useof infor-
mation technology is suitable for automating the
decision-making process, for suggesting decisions,
for providing information and information process-
ing aids to decision makers, and for helping a group
of decision makers to communicate with each
other. The framework, which is described in the
Appendix, consists of a set of preconditions and
indicators that are examined to assess which type
of system might be appropriate, given the charac-
teristics of a particular decision.

But our yardstick for assessing suitability of a par-
ticular type of system to management decision
making is a simple one: to what extent mightit
prove useful to Drucker☂s New Entrepreneur?



Chapter 2
Helping groups of people to make decisions

How do managers make decisions? All the many
studies of how executives spend their time are
unanimouson the point that meetings are a common
decision-making forum ♥ casual meetings of two or
three people or larger and more ordered assemblies.
Ourresearchfor this report uncovered a deep vein
of scepticism about the usefulness of meetings.
Often they lead to ambiguous,inconclusive, or even
meaningless decisions.

Wefound manyreasonsfor this scepticism. Meetings
maybeineffectively chaired. The debate may be
monopolised by oneor two forceful personalities.
Insufficient preparation may have takenplace, so
that the issues are not clear and the likely
consequencesof a given decision are not properly
understood. Sometimes the decision limits of theparticipants are not clearly defined. We know of onecompany where every manager☂sdecision limits aredefined, and whereit is forbidden for a meeting toend without a decision being taken. If the debaterises above a manager☂s decision threshold he mustcontact his superior to get a ruling. The one crime forwhichthereis no forgiveness in this companyis to beunavailable for a telephonecall. This regime ♥ morelike a military command and control system than aconventional managementstructure ♥ seems atfirstsight excessively rigid. In terms of the company☂sprofit performance, however,it works.
It is clear that many (perhaps most) meeting prob-lemsare rooted in the organisation,its purposeful-ness, and the leadership qualities of its upper echel-ons. Information systemsare unlikely to provide acomplete answerto these problems. Yet they canhelp in several ways, making effective meetingsmoreeffective and highlighting the shortcomings ofthe others.
We haveidentified two main ways in whichinfor-mation systemscan be usedto help groupsof seniorstaff to make decisions ♥ boardroom systems anddecision conferencing.
BOARDROOM SYSTEMS
Boardroom information systems bring wall-sized
displays, with an emphasis on colour and graphics,

into meeting rooms (sometimes known as ☁war
rooms☂). Participants use the displays, which they
may control for themselves, for briefing and deci-
sion support. In many companies such systemsare
first installed (as their name implies) in the board-
room; in others they are installed in executive
meeting roomsandusedfor a variety of meetings.
The technology installed in meeting roomsis often
used for training and sales purposes, and often a
single room will be used for multiple purposes.

Delegates on the Foundation☂s Study Tour of Japan
in 1986 visited the decision room in Toshiba☂s
☁Intelligent Building☂, the firm☂s headquarters in
Tokyo. Thefacilities there allowed charts and
information generated on the departmental com-
puters located throughout the building to be dis-
played on giant screens. The samescreens could
be used to display graphics generated within the
room,still pictures of slides or charts brought to
the room,live television pictures, and the output
from commercially available information-retrieval
services.

The idea of an operations room or nerve centre
where leaders can mastermind activities is notnew.TheBritish cabinet war rooms in World War I
were equipped with this in mind, and somebusi-
nesses have built their own equivalents of warroomsin the intervening years. This development
has come about because of the wide rangeof ser-
vices that can be providedata relatively modest
cost and becauseofthe increased acceptability ofthe technology at senior levels in some organisa-tions. During the last few years we believe thatmore than 100 such systems have beenbuilt in theUnited States, and many more organisations areactively considering them. The pioneer in theUnited States was Northwest Industries, though itssystem has now fallen into disuse. In the UnitedKingdom, several larger companies (includingBritish Oxygen, BP, British Telecom, Icl ♥ of whom
more below ♥ ICL, the Imperial Group, Shell, Exco,and Redland) haveinstalled, or are considering,boardroom systems. Overall, we estimate thatthere are more than 50 boardroom systems in-stalled in Europe.
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Chapter 2 Helping groups of people to make decisions

Icl is a particularly interesting example, because
the board has been enthusiastic about the system,
and the use of the facilities has developed steadily.
Initially, the board members used the Cullinet
Trendspotter package, which Chairman Sir John
Harvey-Jones described as ☁☁altering our whole way
of working☂. The Pilot software from the
Intelligent Office Corporation has now been
selected for the next stage of development.
Directors will use the new system as a workingtool
in their own offices, and later it will replace
Trendspotter in the boardroom.

Our research suggests that the business ethos of an
enterprise has a significant influence on the will-
ingness of the board to embrace new technology.
Companies that are aggressively managed, con-
stantly seeking opportunities for expansion, and
committed to control seem to be one category that
like boardroom systems. One vivid example of this
is the Dee Corporation. Dee is a company that has
grown rapidly by acquisition. Between May 1983
and April 1986 it made eight separate acquisitions,
spending more than £700 million in the process and
increasingits sales revenue from £70 million to £2.1
billion.
Dee☂s management philosophy is that the worst
wayto treat an acquisition is to buy a company and
leave it alone. A buyer always pays a premium
rate, so he must improve the company or lose
money. To secure improved performance, the Dee
board insists that:
♥ There should be a ☁written constitution☂, telling

divisional managers what they can and cannot
do.

♥ The information flows from the divisions must
be totally reliable and independent.

♥ Theinformation should be presented in a con-
sistent way, so that the board cantell at once
whether each division is meeting its targets.

In this way, it is possible to avoid what Dee☂s
developmentdirector, Tony Butler, calls ☁☁a debate
about the data, not about the business☝☂. Dee there-
fore insists that information should be up-to-date,
accurate, and well presented. Information systems
are seen as crucial in meeting these three require-
ments. Information technology permits the divi-
sions to report ten days after the end of the period.
The Wizard software packageis then used to con-
solidate the information, and the Resolve system
(discussed below)is used to presentit to the board.
Mr Butler told us that he believes it is a serious
mistake to leave the presentation of data to the
finance function in a company, because ☁☁this
function is 200 years behind in presentation and
communication☂? ♥ a view we transmit without
endorsement.
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Mr Butler emphasised that he valued very highly
the way Resolve formsthe graphs before the eyes
of the board members. He also believes that the
use of Resolve enlivens the otherwise tedious task
of wading through massesof financial data and
quickly highlights the current problems.
THE METAPRAXIS RESOLVE SYSTEM
The Resolve system used by the Dee Corporation
was developed and is marketed by a company
called Metapraxis. One of the directors of Meta-
praxis is Professor Stafford Beer, an originator of
cybernetics and a man who has devoted much of
his workinglife to the study of knowledge andits
uses. In our quest to find an appropriate working
environmentfor Drucker☂s New Entrepreneur, we
regarded Professor Beer☂s qualifications as
distinctly promising.
The system consists of two software modules ♥
Resolve and Vision ♥ that interact with each other
and with the users. Resolve is a database manage-
ment system designed to hold key operationalfacts
about a companyandits strategic business units.
Vision is an operating system that controls the
various types of displays available from the system
♥ computer graphics from Resolve, output from
proprietary database services or inhouse computer
systems, slides, videotex, video recordings, live
television, or film. Vision can also be used to
control the physical environmentin the boardroom
♥ closing curtains, dimminglights, etc.

Before describing the system in moredetail, it is
useful first to describe the backgrounds ofits
originators and the uses to whichit is now being
put. None ofthe seniorstaff at Metapraxis comes
from a backgroundin conventional data processing.
They all previously held line managementorstaff
jobs in large enterprises, mostly with a financial or
corporate-planning emphasis. Their motivation in
establishing the company wasto addressthediffi-
cult problems of control ♥ especially financial
control ♥ in a large and complex business. Was
there a way to reduce the complexity of this task?
Could experience be shared? The founders of Meta-
praxis also held a common view about how boards
like to manage. Boards, they believed, subscribe
very sincerely to the ideas of devolution and dele-
gation ♥ as longas thingsare going well. But if an
operating unit begins to miss its sales or profit
targets, the board will feel obliged to find out why
and to take remedial action quickly. Their aim was
therefore to create an environment in which
dangerpoints couldbeidentified and investigated
immediately.
At present, there are four main application areas
for the system. Thefirst is for financial control in
any large business. The second is to control the
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economyof a nation ♥ Metapraxis is now building
the database for the national economyof a republic
in Africa. The third is to monitor the total exposure
of a bank in securities and currencies, and in
respectof certain clients. And the fourth ♥ which
took the companyby surprise ♥ is as the front end
of a huge project-control application. Resolve and
Vision will be used in this way by a company that
is about to develop a set of computer and commu-
nication applications costing $700 million. The
system will be used to identify modules that are
exceeding cost or time budgets.
The Resolve configuration we examined had two
screens and a substantial equipment room behind
the screens.(It would not be possible to equip many
boardrooms in this way without gutting someof the
more elegant buildings in Paris, London, Rome,
Stockholm, and elsewhere.) A complete profile of
each of the operating divisions is held in the
Resolve database ♥ facts and figures aboutsales,
profits, inventories, debtors, creditors, and invest-
ments. Metapraxis admits quite openly that the
task of assembling this databaseis far from trivial.
The company workswith the client☂s own staff and
(if necessary) financial consultants to set up the
database. Once in place it can usually be main-
tained relatively easily, by linking it to the routine
accounting systems. If necessary, Resolve can itself
be used as a means of consolidating corporate
accounts.

Resolve contains a series of display templates, such
as graphs and barcharts. In principle, any set of
data can be imposed on anydisplay template. For
example, an executive might request a graph of
monthly profits from all units over two years.
Within 15 seconds the graph is compiled and dis-
played. The graph might show that one unit is
below target, and the executive suspects that this
is becauseit is in a declining product market, such
as asbestos. The executive therefore requests the
system to display profit and loss figures for all
asbestos-based businesses. With a simple command,
every graph can be converted into its underlying
numbers.

The display and environmentalfacilities provided
by the Vision operating system are controlled by
asoft keypad displayed on the screen. The keypad
appears, for example, with 1 for television, 2 for
public videotex, 3 for slide projector numberone,
and forslide projector numbertwo. The user has
in his hand a real keypadlike a domestic television
remote control unit that he uses to select which-
ever medium he wishesto display. Thus, a Resolve
analysis of the performance of a business may be
accompanied bya slide showingits plantor offices.
The remote controller is also used to specify

Resolve graphics. Menu items can beselected to
indicate that the display required refers, for
example, to the business in France;specifically to
its travel company;its debtors; covering twoyears;
in bar chart form. Thus the formula for the desired
display is assembled parameter by parameter, with
short cuts available to indicate (for instance) that
the samedisplay is required forItaly. Regular users
will quickly grow to understand the structure of
the database, and can simply key in the codes for
the display they want without using the menu.

A great deal of thought and care has goneinto the
design of this system. The infrared control panel
is congenial to use, because it is reminiscent of a
domestic television controller. The Resolve graphs
are assembled quickly, but not so fast as to make
them seem instant or prepackaged.In fact, one has
the distinct impression that the computeris think-
ing about the problem before displaying the
answer. The depth of data in the system gives it
a very spatial feel, somewhat reminiscent of the
MIT Media Room with its so-called dataland/heli-
copter effect. Pie-charts are not usedat all, because
they cannot deal with negative values.
Resolve also contains some innovative presentation
features. As year-to-date figures build up against
year-end forecasts, the system does a simple arith-
metic projection of its own. This is known by the
users as ☁the creeping-reality factor☂. The system
can also be asked to report on the ten most appar-
ently anomalous results in a given period.It scans
the whole databasefor the highest standard devia-
tions. Some of these may be readily explained
(because theyreferto start-up units, for example),
but others may be of great significance.

USING COMPUTER-GENERATED GRAPHICS TO PRESENT
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
The Resolve system described above makes exten-
sive use of computer-generated graphics. The
potential for using computer-generated graphics as
a meansof presenting management information in
a concise and comprehensible manner has been
recognised for sometime. (We addressedthis topic
in some detail in Foundation Report 40 ♥ Present-
ing Information to Managers.) However, there are
dangers in using graphics in this way. Robert
Widener, the chairman of the Intelligent Office
Corporation and an expert in the field of computer
graphics, believes that many senior managers
distrust charts becauseof the lack of standards or
conventions. For example, within the sameseries
of charts, different colours might be used on
different charts to represent the same concept ♥
performance below budge☂, say. Other causes of °
confusion are non-zero axes and logarithmic scales.
As a consequence, senior managers feel uneasy
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about using charts as a support tool for major
planning, performance-review, and decision-
making meetings.

Mr Widener argues that the way to make com-
puter-generated graphics a valuable management
tool is to integrate inexpensive colour graphics
terminals and large-image colour projectors with
the mainstream computing systems. By using a
series of carefully tested graphics standards, which
management has approved and understands, and
by developing programs that condense and sum-
marise the mainstream data,it is possible to intro-
duce the output from the organisation☂s computer
systems into the decision-making process. The
Widenersolution is doubtless workable. Another
route (followed by Metapraxis) is to set up and
control the imagery used, ensuring that the quality,
intelligibility, and accuracy of each chart are
acceptable. We havelittle doubt that systemslike
that of Metapraxis can be highly effective in
bringing management☂s attention to bear on the
problem areas of any business.

Despite the limited effective use of computer
graphics in the past, it is clear that computer-
generated graphics can improve management☂s
understanding of complex issues. As technology
costs continueto fall, and as experience with these
systems increases, computer graphics systems will
be used more and moreboth in meeting rooms and
on the desks of executives.

THE JUSTIFICATION FOR BOARDROOM SYSTEMS
Many people, particularly in the information
systems departments of large companies, are
sceptical about the worth of boardroom systems.
Wenoted with interest that Metapraxis hardly ever
tries to sell its system through the systemsfunction.
Metapraxis sells either direct to the board or
through the finance function. There may be some
companies for whose boards such a system would
be inappropriate. Somecritics regard them as mere
gimmickry ♥ as little more than expensive slide
projectors. In our view, this view is excessively
jaundiced. Boardroom systems should be judged
not on whether they embody high-grade or low-
grade technology, but on whether they improve
the performance of the board. At one company we
visited, the director we interviewed stated that the
decision-making environment had improved since
the boardroom system wasinstalled, but he was
unsure whether this was due to the system, or to
the horseshoe-shaped table installed at the same
time. The shape ofthetable allowseach participant
to see the presenter and the displays in comfort.
(Interestingly, the table cost more than the system.)

When the true cost of the participants☂ time is
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considered, meetings of senior managers and
directors are very expensive occasions, and the
financial implications of decisions made at such
meetings are considerable. At this level the
expense of installing a boardroom system can be
justified in terms of apparently marginal improve-
ments. Even the expenseof a mereslide projector,
where theslides cannot get out of sequence or be
upside down, whereit is possible instantly to go
back to an earlier display, and where the content
can be amendedat the last minute or as the debate
develops, may well be justified. In the real world,
wehavefound that a large numberof small differ-
ences in perception, understanding, comfort, infor-
mation, and many other factors can make the
difference between good and bad decision making.
The provision of the right systems in the boardroom
♥ systemsthat are flexible, unobtrusive, easy-to-
use, and consistent in presentation style ♥ contri-
butes in many instances to the process of improve-
ment. Seeking to quantify the improvementis, in
relation to the expenses and earnings that boards
deal in, a supreme exercise in futility.

There are other reasonsfor installing sophisticated
technology in the boardroom besides facilitating
the decision making of the board. For example, the
systems are often used by corporate staff ♥ plan-
ners and finance staff ♥ to explore and develop
policy beforeit is submitted to the board. This may
be a disadvantageif the chairmanlikes the board-
room to be available at a moment☂s notice. Some
companies may install a boardroom system because
it is important to them to be seento be up-to-date
and to be using advanced technology. For example,
a major aerospace companyhasbuilt a very ☁high-
tech☂ boardroom at considerable cost. We suspect
many of the facilities are used more often during
visits by customers than during board meetings.
The same could also be true of Toshiba☂s decision
room in the Toshiba Intelligent Building that we
mentioned earlier.

At the highest level, extensive databases and
sophisticated graphics software may be available
on computer systems devoted entirely to support-
ing the board. For example, the boardroom system
developed for the Imperial Group incorporated a
choice of more than 2,000 prepared graphs and
tables. The chief executive officer and other senior
executives were equipped with individual colour
terminals, which they mainly used to display
financial performance figures, trends and vari-
ances, routine management accounts, discounted
cash flow calculations, and so forth. The system
could also be used to display information from
external online databases on share price move-
ments and company performance data. A projector
connected to one of the terminals enabled the
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displays to be shownonlarge screens for meetings
and presentations.
Although the system has now fallen into disuse
following the takeover of Imperial by the Hanson
Trust, Imperial claimed that whilst it was in use its
main benefit was improved managementdecisions.
Apparently, it was used heavily just before the
takeover.

The experience of two other organisations with
boardrooms systems is described in Figures 2.1
and 2.2.
GUIDELINES FOR SUCCESS
We haveidentified several guidelines that should
be followed if boardroom systems are to be used
successfully.

Directors must wantit
Theinitiative for a boardroom system must come
from the board members themselves. The use of
such a system is discretionary, and it cannot be
forced on people. Boardroom systemswill be used
successfully only if the people concerned are happy
to use the technology and are not frightened byit.
Identify the real requirements
The true motives for wantingto install a boardroom
system may range from a genuine desire to make
the board more effective to a wish to enhance the
company☂s ☁high-tech image☂. Either motive is
acceptable, provided it is clearly and honestly
recognised.

Do notinstall more than can sensibly be used
It is best to install the equipment andfacilities a
little at a time. Start by familiarising the partici-
pants with new technology in the meeting room by
using it to replace visual aids. More sophisticated
features can then be added later. The ICI case
illustrates the merits of this approach.
Colour and high-resolution graphics are
essential
Senior staff do not want to sift through a mass of
complex data. They prefer to see graphs and
charts, prepared to a consistently high quality, that
highlight trends and performance.

Forall these reasons, the long-discussed but rarely
adopted idea of the boardroom information system
is for many (though not all) companies an idea
whose time has come.At least in companies that
wish to take firm and aggressive control of the
operating results of their divisions, such systems
will be used more widely and more effectively,
gradually becoming commonplace.In more passive
companies, they may remain a rarity.

 

Figure 2.1 ICL☂s boardroom system
'CL!has a meetingoomeeeee Pod cA it both oe and sells.
Pods haveo installed iin ie:s offices iinrevinRea in
Ireland, and in its Putney headquarters. The Putney installation is used
byICL'scorporate board and the board of the United Kingdom
company. ICLsells Pod in association with LucasInteriorsandAVM
Audiovisual, althoughrno sales had beenmadeby themiddle of 1986.
Podis entirely independentof the traditionalboardroom. Instead,it
is a prefabricated, compact octagonal room (almostflat-packed)
ready for assemblyin anexisting space, The ergonomics ofthe
furniture, the choiceof colours, and thelighting haveall been purpose-
designedfor group-decision meetings.Each wall ofthePod is used
foradifferent displaypurpose(whiteboard, 35mm projection, videotex
display, external database display,overhead projector, etc.). The
room is also equippedfor videoconferencingzand videorecording. All
Boeare eoripled on an iis control Rox at the centre.
ICL aaisone. Pod in conjunction with the Sloan School ofManagementat wit, with assistance from Michael Scott Morton.
 

 

Figure 2.2 The boardroom system at Northwest
Industries

NorthwestIndustries, a Chicago-basedindustrial and engineering
conglomeratewith a turnoverof$2.3billion and employing 41,000
people, is the widely.accepted pioneer of end-user executive and
esteysis

ate BaeteGeyeonrentworkrein 1976,aethe eyelornes
used from 1977 to 1985.The projectwasinitiated bythe chief
executiveofficer, and the ultimate designoftthe:selargely reflect-
edhis ewic aod: poleof view.

 

ffsfelt that most ofaehh eReeuIve?☁Ss jodiis pleneine Ae devising
strategy.He did notwantdistilled financial analysis oninternal
performance. Instead, he wantedto focus outside the company anditsoperating groups. Hewanted information on competitors,
acquisition candidates, andother ¢outside financial forces. Northwest
acquiredfinancial information(iincluding;20-yearprojections)on 5,000
companies, aswell as building databases containing information
aboutitsten operating companies. Through these databases, the
chief executive andhis 200 corporate staff were able to run
sophisticatedpee?onthedippllcalions of Buying and selling
companies. : - ee
The mainbenefits ofthe system werethat seniorstaff had at their
fingertipsthe kind ofinformation needed to makelarge, complex
decisions quickly. For example, a steelcompanywithin Northwest
requesteda major capital expenditure of about $500 million. The
system was used to build a modelof the steel-making process and
solved the problem for halfthe money. The chief executive and his
corporatestaff also felt that the system allowed themto makebetter
and faster decisionsabout acquisitions and de-acquisitions.
 

CHOOSING A BOARDROOM SYSTEM
Meeting-room systemsrange in cost and capability
from as little as $15,000 for a simple personal
computerlinked to a video projector in an existing
room, to more than $300,000 for a system where
an extensive range of hardware and softwarefaci-
lities are custom-built into a room.
The basic combination of a personal computer and
a video projector can be used as an alternative to
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a conventional slide projector. Video projector
technology has improved considerably during the
last few years, and costs have dropped signi-
ficantly. However, even with expensive, high-
resolution graphics software and equipment, the
quality will not be as good as that of professionally
prepared 35mm slides. Nevertheless, a basic
meeting-room system has the advantagethat ☁elec-
tronic slides☂ can be prepared at the last minute,
and can even be amended during the presentation
as a result of discussion. In one company we
visited, the group☂s consolidated results were taken
straight from the mainframe computer and con-
verted automatically to slides for presentation to
the boardby the financial director. Conventional
slides could not easily have been prepared in the
same time. It was even possible to incorporate into
the presentation the results from the German sub-
sidiary in a month when these figures were not
available until the morning of the board meeting.

More importantly, the same system can enable a
meeting to use any software available on a personal
computer. The most frequently used software is
the ubiquitous spreadsheet and associated graphics
software. We know of several examples where
boardsof directors and other groups of executives
use spreadsheet software interactively during
meetings to evaluate alternative courses of action.
For example, the directors and corporate planners
in one organisation used such a system to evaluate
a takeover opportunity. They were able to build
a model that allowed them to see the effects of a
variety of courses of action. Many more possibilities
were considered than would normally have been
the case in the time available, and the availability
of a large display madeit easy for all participants
to contribute.

The basic level of meeting-room system can be
enhanced by adding facilities such as:

♥ A video recorder/player.
♥ Connection to internal computers.
♥ Connection to external information services and

value-added network services.

Software should be easy to use
Ease of use, including easy access to data, is an
essential requirement and one that is often un-
satisfactorily met. The system being developed by
ICI uses touch screens and menusof options to help
overcome this problem. Other systems use the
familiar infrared remote-control unit and a soft
keypad on the screen. Several organisations are
developing specialist software to makeit easier to
access mainframes and external services from
personal computers.

FOUNDATION
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Make the equipment simple to operate
Many meetings are highly confidential, andit is
important that the equipmentin meeting rooms can
be operated by the participants themselves.
Clearly, this means that participants who wish to
use specialist software (spreadsheets, for example)
will need to be familiar with it. Although senior
staff will be prepared to undergo training in how
to use specialist software, few people will submit
to training in how to use a room. Therefore, the
basic operation of the equipment in the room must
be be obvious, easy, and, as far as possible,
automatic.
Do not be too clever
One companyinstalled a modified overheadslide
projector inside a lectern. The presenter could
place foils on the projector and, by a system of
mirrors, they would be back-projected onto a
screen behind him. One director who was un-
familiar with the system camein to prepare for a
meeting and tried to remove the familiar-looking
projector from the baseof the lectern and placeit
on thetable. His efforts resulted in severe damage
to the projector, and it was never used again.

Use specialists to install the system
Boardroom systems are often installed when a
company is moving offices or when an existing
boardroom is being refurbished, and thereis a great
temptation to leave theinstallation and location of
equipmentto interior designers or architects. Akey
to success is that the whole environment should
be correct ♥ lighting, ergonomics, software, ease
of use, etc. There are a few companies that special-
ise in the installation of meeting-room systems, and
it is prudent to seek their advice. We heard of one
company who had had a high-resolution system
with a special screen installed back-to-front!

DECISION CONFERENCING
Another approach to improving the decisions of
a group of people is the decision-conferencing
method developed by Dr Larry Phillips of the
Decision Analysis Unit at the London School of
Economics. (Dr Phillips spoke about his methodat
the Foundation management conference held in
Torquay in November 1983, and a summary of his
presentation can be found in the notes published
after that conference. A fuller description of the
methodis also included in Foundation Report 49
♥ Developing and Implementing a Systems
Strategy.)

A decision conference consists of a two-day work-
shop attended by the decision maker and the
various people who havean interest in the deci-
sion, together with an independent ☁facilitator☂.
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The first task is to agree on the problem to be
solved (objective-setting), and the participants then
discuss possible solutions that may be worth con-
sidering. Next, they discuss the criteria that they
could use to evaluate the different solutions, and
they make subjective judgements about the value
of each solution. For example,if the criteria were
benefits and costs, they would judge the relative
benefit andrelative cost of each solution on a scale
of 1 to 100.
The facilitator uses a portable computer anda large
teleprojection screen (so that everyone can see the
results) and displays a chart showing the position
of each solution on a benefits-versus-costs matrix.
The ensuing discussions may then lead to the
addition of other solutions or to the definition of
different evaluation criteria. Finally, the partici-
pants agree on the solution that best meets their
criteria.
Decision conferencesare particularly appropriate
where the potential benefits and risks associated
with a particular decision are high, where the
number of opinions is large, and where a high
degree of subjective judgement is required. One
company, ICL in the United Kingdom, has used
decision conferencing to reach a large numberof
decisions, including:
♥ Choosing betweenalternative strategic options.
♥ Allocating research and development budgets.
♥ Developing recovery and growth plans.
♥ Deciding how to respond to increased competi-

tion or changes in the marketplace.
♥ Formulating organisational change.
♥ Developing industrial relations strategies.
♥ Investigating mergers and acquisitions.
♥ Comparing test marketing options.
♥ Analysing alternative production and distribu-

tion facilities.
♥ Allocating sales resources.

Butler Cox was recently involved in a highly
successful decision conference in an insurance
company that was incurring very heavy costs
because it was supporting too many bespoke
underwriting policies. The conference showed very
clearly that most of the profit was made on a small
number of basic policy types and that the large
numberof bespokepolicies contributed very little.
The company subsequently changed its marketing
approach in order to concentrate on the basic
policy types.

10

DrPhillips describes another decision conference
held by a company in the household appliance
industry. The managing director believed that
technology-based opportunities for new business
were being neglected. He arranged a decision con-
ference to seek a better investment plan.In the
objective-setting phase, the company decidedit
should expand into new business areas over the
next seven years. The decision-conferenceparti-
cipants then debated how to achieve that goal.

After an hour☂s debate, the participants were asked
to allocate resources to the different product-based
divisions, with someresourcesbeing set aside for
new businesses. Thetargets for income and expen-
diture were in a range covering the best and worst
cases. Next, the participants assessed the potential
benefits of the investments. Whenall this data had
been entered into the computer, the results of the
model were displayed. They held two surprises.
Thefirst was that the existing investment plans
were highly suboptimal and that the results of the
group could be improved byreallocating resources
within the existing product groups. More surpris-
ingly though, the model showed noinvestmentin
new businesses. Indeed, it showed that it would
be unprofitable to divert investment from the
existing businesses. Dr Phillips reports that the
managing director was both disappointed and
puzzled by this finding. Could his instinct that new
ventures were necessary be wrong?

The next day the answerto the dilemma beganto
emerge. In discussion, the managing director often
referred to consequences beyond the seven-year
horizon of the model. The model was rerun with
a fourteen-year instead of a seven-yearlimit, and
it now began to allocate resources to new busi-
nesses even in the early years of the plan. The
managing director☂s instinct had been right after
all. The company had been heading at cruising
speed for the edgeofa cliff.
The decision conference is a specialised and
realistic derivative of the management gamesthat
were widely usingin training coursesin the 1960s.
Its special valueis that it relates not to a fictitious
companyinvented by the course organiser, but to
the actual business of the participants. The tech-
nique certainly makessensible use of the computer,
leaving the task of generating ideas for possible
solutions to the humans, but helping them to ex-
plore the value of the solutions in a detailed and
structured fashion.It also creates an environment
in which all concerned are seen to play at least
somerole in the decision making. We do, however,
know of many firms where the chief executive
would see this feature as a disadvantage.
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Chapter 3
Helping groups of people to communicate better

So far in this report we have considered ways of
making meetings more effective, either by the use
of boardroom systems or by the use of decision
conferences aided by computers. But is this the
best or the only approach? In Drucker☂s Age of
Discontinuity travel itself is expensive, time-
consuming, exhausting, and sometimes dangerous.
Is it possible to avoid bringing people together
physically every time they need to confer? Tele-
conferencingfacilities, whereby a numberofparti-
cipants are simultaneously involved, range from
full-motion videoconferencesheldin specially built
conference rooms, supported by colour facsimile
and other presentation aids, to the simple audio-
conferencing facilities provided by moderntele-
phone systems. Computer conferencing and com-
puter-based messaging systems (electronic mail)
permit asynchronous communications between
groups, and the use of computer terminals by
executives offers other opportunities.

TELECONFERENCING
Of the various means of teleconferencing, audio
and full-motion video are probably the best known.
Still-video snapshots can also be exchanged (often
called slow-scan or freeze-frame teleconferencing),
as can drawings (electronic blackboards), or page
copies (facsimile). There are also options for large-
group gatherings, in which hundreds of viewers
watch a video presentation that is followed by a
live question-and-answer session, usually trans-
mitted via an audio network. These events are
often more like television productions than
business meetings, but they are part of the wide
generic class of meetings called teleconferences.

The cost of using a teleconferencing system has
often beenjustified by projected savings in travel
costs, and new users are almost always drawn to
this idea. A study conducted by Bell Canada more
than a decade ago suggested that while only 10 per
cent of business people thoughtthat all meetings
were candidates for teleconferencing, 47 per cent
thought that many were, and 41 per cent that some
were; only 2 per cent of business people thought
that no meetings were suitable candidates for tele-
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conferencing. Thus, the business community seems
to be more than readyto consider teleconferencing
as a substitute for face-to-face meetings. Moreover,
there is plenty of evidence that the delay and
inconvenience involvedin setting up face-to-face
meetings are clearly recognised. Figure 3.1 shows
the Bell Canada study☂s findings concerning the
interval betweenthe recognition that a meeting is
necessary and the date of the actual meeting. The
apparent advantagesof teleconferencing (as shown
in Figure 3.2) are clear.

 

Figure 3.1 Delay betweenidentifying the need to meet
and actual meeting
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Ten years of experience, however, have produced
few convincing examplesofdirect travel substitu-
tion. Indeed,in somecases, travel increased with
the use of teleconferencing. Travel patterns may
well change as a result of using teleconferencing,
but probably not in predictable ways, and, almost
certainly, teleconferencing will not substitute
directly for travel. Nonetheless, there is evidence
to show that teleconferencing can help reduce the
amountof travelling, or eliminate certain types of
unnecessary travel, and projected travel cost sav-
ings are often the most obvious quantitative justi-
fication for acquiring teleconferencing equipment.

The most successful teleconferencing systems have
been installed to meet specific needs or to address
specific tasks. Teleconferencing should not be in-
stalled as a general-purposeutility, nor should it
be installed as an experiment. Such approaches
lead to passing interest and intermittent use. To
make effective use of teleconferencing, managers
must be convinced that they are getting value for
money and that they are receiving support in
accomplishing important tasks and in making im-
portant decisions.
Teleconferencing systems may be divided into
three groups, according to the type of information
transmitted:
♥ Full-motion video.
♥ Still video.
♥ Audio.
It is obvious that audio teleconferencing requires
high-quality audio transmission, butit is sometimes
forgotten that video teleconferences can also be
madeineffective by the lack of high-quality audio.
Somerules of thumb for determining when the use
of a particular form of teleconferencing may be
appropriate are given in Figure 3.3.
FULL-MOTION VIDEOCONFERENCING
Full-motion videoconferencing is the most sophis-
ticated, and expensive, form of teleconferencing.
Its attractions are clear ♥ it provides the closest
approximation to physical presence ♥ but its com-
mercial history is littered with failures, including
AT&T's Picturephoneand British Telecom☂s Confra-
vision. And in Japan, NTT has recently abandoned
its plans for a public videoconferencing service,
although it will still continue to promote andinstall
private inhouse systems.
Manyfailures in audio- and videoconferencing are
caused by theinability of the users to adapt to the
new ☁culture☂ required to make the most effective
use of teleconferencing. This problem is not neces-
sarily solved by using more sophisticated techno-
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Figure 3.3 Rules of thumb for deciding on various forms
of teleconferencing

Full-motion video : _
Consider using only when oe canafford it.
Use whenatask requires motiondisplays (for example,to show
TV ads or moving mechanical parts).
☁Use whenmoresocialpresenceis needed (for example,=
executive Sescle) , i
Stillvideo 3 G
Use when focus: is on flip. charts, overheads, ♥ craigs
documents, or other simple graphics.
☁Use for technical discussions. ieae
Select a graphics system carefully, es on Nour nee
(personal computer graphicsmay.be perfectly |adequate).
AUdiOAF iy ie
Use when visualCainer iswinoorene
Use neh you cannot affordvisualaudio,

☁Text ♥ ;
Use when participantshave ☁trouble schedulingmeetings.
Usewhen participants <are comfortable using☁keyboards.
☁Use when tasks are adaptableto text-onlycommunications or
ED|computer-based fesources are peony ie

(Source:Adapted fror R Johansen and(e} Bullen, HarvardBusiness
Review,March/Apri ☜|1984)
 

logy,as is illustrated by one of the most successful
video teleconferencing systems we heard about.
The private, four-city system at Ohio Bell was
originally assembled from surplus videotape equip-
ment. It is not a sophisticated system, and there-
fore telecommunications experts tend to dismiss it.
Yet it works. Indeed, when frequency of useis
taken as the measure of success,it is much more
successful than most high-technology systems.
Figure 3.4 describes the experience of American
General Corporation in using full-motion video-
conferencing. This case history showsthat, despite
initial scepticism, full-motion videoconferencing
can be successful, provided thatit is installed to
meet a specific requirement.
One of the leading suppliers of full-motion
videoconferencing systems is Compression Labs
Incorporated (CLI) of San Jose, California. Dele-
gates on the Foundation☂s 1984 Study Tourvisited
CLI and saw demonstrations of live videoconfer-
ences. CLI provides two types of system ♥ a single-
screen semi-portable model that can be wheeled
to wherever there are suitable transmission
facilities, and a two-screen built-in system, with the
second screen being used to display diagrams. The
typical cost of the semi-portable system is about
$150,000, whereas a fully featured ☁boardroom☂
system would cost about $500,000.
CLI☂s technology is being marketed in the United
Kingdom, South Africa, Australia, and the Middle
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 Figure 3.4 Videoconferencing at American General Corporation
American General Corporation is the fourth-largest shareholder-
owned insurance company in the United States. The company
provides a variety offinancial services as well as insurance.In 1980,
American General beganto consider the use of videoconferencing _
for communication between key employees in its 100-plus
subsidiary companiesin the United States.It set out to answer the
following questions:
♥ Who would use videoconferencing?
♥ For what purposes would videoconferencing be used?
♥ Whatkind, and how many,of the company☂s 16,000 employees

would participate in videoconferencing?
To find answers to these questions, American General employed
the servicesof two specialist companies, who carried out a $40,000,
six-week internal study that probed the attitudes, viewpoints and
preferences of executives and specialists towards the concept of
videoconferencing. The study revealed that almost all the
respondents considered face-to-face communication to be a critical
feature of their ability to perform well. Members of the personnel
department, for example, thought that videoconferencing would be
useful for other departments, but that interviewing prospective em-
ployees could never be successfully carried out by using television.
Supervisors and managers thought videoconferencing could be very
productive in some unspecified way, but certainly not as a means
of evaluating subordinates nor as a way of explaining the
evaluations to them. Not surprisingly, marketing and sales personnel
believed their physical presence in any business meeting to be
absolutely essential.
Aftertheinitial enthusiasm for videoconferencingat the corporate
level, the company☂s comprehensive internal study concluded that
American General simply could not justify making any kind of
commitment to videoconferencing.
One subsidiary company, Maryland Casualty Company, did not
agree, however. Maryland's presidentfelt that the study had done
a goodjob in noting employees☂ fears and apprehensions,but that
a corporate decision concerning videoconferencing had to be made
on an honest estimate of the prospects of using a promising
technology in a practical way. Despite the study's findings, and
a tacit acknowledgementthat adapting to any new technology would
not necessarily be easy, he and his colleagues at Maryland Casualty
intuitively believed videoconferencing to be worthwhile.
The president of American General Corporation agreed to Maryland
Casualty☂s proposal to share equally the estimated $1.7million cost
of installing three videoconference rooms. The rooms are in
locations (Sacramento, Houston, and Baltimore) where Maryland :
Casualty has key regional offices and American General has

   

  
subsidiary locations. Later,a four
another key centre for the America:
American Generalselected digitalvide
manufactured by CompressionLabs Incor 3 é
California. All fourof American General's videoconferencing roomswere operational by November1981. -
Initial estimates werethat the useof the videoconferencingsystem
could reduce travel costs by 19 per cent, while simultaneously
decreasing unproductive employee hoursspentin aircraft.

 

 

   

The transmission costs of a typical videoconference lasting about
☁one hour are between $600 and $1,200; with an averageof six
participants, savings of $6,000 in travel costs were anticipated,
teens) with considerable reductions instress on the people
involved. , : ♥
In somedecision-making situations, American General found that
the need to travel disappeared completely. For example, whilst
transferring all data processing activities to one centralised location,
the managers concerned were able to decommission their decen-
tralised systems and replace them with one main computer through
a series of videoconferences over a period of three months. As
many as 20 people at different American General offices
participated in these complex data processing changes.At no time
in the changeover was a face-to-face meeting necessary.
Nonetheless, American General has not experienced a dramatic
reduction in travel expensesduring its four years of increasing use
of videoconferencing.
The company has found that video meetingsare better structured,
agendas are more carefully prepared and adhered to, and
videoconferences are invariably shorter than face-to-face meetings.
The end result is not only shorter meetings, but noticeably higher-
quality decisions arrived at in a more timely fashion. _
Also, videoconferences often involve personnel who might not
otherwise havetravelled to conventional meetings. Acasein point
involved the marketing department☂s plan to create a common
policy that could be sold throughout the United States. The complex
plan that was needed to establish a commonpolicy was developed
exclusively through the use of videoconferencing. The plan was
formulated over several months at regular intervals in video.
meetings involving as many as 20 people from different offices.
It is unlikely that all ofthe participants would have been able to
meeton a regular basis if they had had to be physically present
at a meeting. : ne

_ To make videoconferencing truly cost-effective throughout
American General, the company is considering expanding its
system from the present four locations to as many as ten.

 

 
East by Plessey, and by Sony in Japan. Delegates
on the Foundation☂s 1986 Study Tour of Japan
visited Sony☂s Media World and saw a demonstra-
tion of Sony☂s videoconferencing system (whichis
represented diagrammatically in Figure 3.5
overleaf). The CLI codecs used by Sony allow the
videosignal to be transmitted at rates ranging from
1.5M bit/s to as little as 384k bit/s. Sony showed
a video that compared the reception achieved with
different transmission rates. The picture quality at
384k bit/s was still very acceptable. The Sony
system has seven main features:

♥ High-resolution full-colour motion pictures can
display simultaneously images of the participants
and document/graphics images.

♥ The system can be equipped with two face-to-
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face cameras, one close-up camera, one docu-
ment/graphics camera, one camera for the pre-
senter/conference chairman, two video projec-
tors, and an electronic writing board andtablet.

♥ A split-screen feature can accommodatea large
meeting consisting of six to ten participants at
one end of the link.

♥ The close-up camera can be controlled from
either side of the conference, enabling selection
and zoom-up display of any object or person.

♥ The CLI codec achieves highly efficient com-
pression, enabling transmission of a close-to-
natural picture, even with quick movements.

♥ Conversion between NTSC, PAL, and RGB video
makes the system suitable for international con-
ferences.
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of teleconference system at Sony Media World
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♥ Video, audio, graphics, and data are transmitted
over a single channel.

Sony has three conference rooms ♥ Media World,
at corporate headquarters (2 km from Media
World), and at the Atsugi plant (50 km from
corporate headquarters). The systems at Media
World and corporate headquarters are linked by a
20M bit/s optical fibre, whilst the Atsugi lines
operate at 1.5M bit/s. Sony has found that video
teleconferencingis efficient for ☁repeat☂ meetings.
For an initial meeting, people still prefer to meet
face-to-face. In April 1986, the system was in use
only at Sony, but the product will be marketed
before the end of 1986. One possible application
area being promoted in universities by Sony is
☁telelectures☂.
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The system is designed on a modular concept,
which means that it can be used to configure
systems ranging from full-scale studio (as at Media
World) to a ☁rollabout☂ package. Sony is developing
a new type of television camera, based on CCD
(charged couple device) technology. This camera
will be less obtrusive than the cameras presently
used, and will require less light. (Thelighting in the
teleconference room visited by Study Tour dele-
gates was very bright and hot.)

STILL VIDEOCONFERENCING
Experience suggests that still videoconferencing
can provide manyof the benefits of full-motion
videoconferencing but at a much lower cost. How-
ever, it will still be necessary to install much of the
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same specialised equipment, especially cameras
and good-quality audio equipment. The main ad-
vantageofstill videoconferencingis that the com-
munications costs are much lower.

Still videoconferencingis appropriate for technical
discussions and for meetings wherethe participants
already know eachother.It is also easier to set up
a still videoconference quickly becauseit is easier
to obtain the required communications links at
short notice.
Sometimes, this type of teleconferenceis basically
an audio conference with graphics. Hoffman-
LaRoche Laboratories, for example, uses audio
teleconferencing with remoteslide projection to
carry out new-product training for its large, dis-
persed sales force. Using teleconferencing in this
way ensures that information about new products
reaches the entire customer base quickly, though
such uses of videoconferencingare not related to
decision making.

We understand that Procter & Gamble is experi-
menting with a freeze-frame videoconferencing
system based on IBM PCs. The system is thought to
comprise three black-and-white 23-inch monitors,
three cameras, an overhead projector, a slide pro-
jector, andfacilities for hard copy. It uses dial-up
telephone lines and transmits black-and-white
images in eight to ten seconds. Grey-scale images
take 30 to 35 seconds to transmit.

Still videoconferencing may havea role to play in
conjunction with full-motion videoconferencing.
Some experiments have suggested that full video
is useful during the first few minutes of a con-
ference because it helps to break the ice. There-
after, still video can be used, with a consequent
saving in the bandwidth required.
AUDIOCONFERENCING
Audioconferencing is the cheapest meansoftele-
conferencing, but it is, of course, suitable only
whenit is not necessary for all the participants to
be able to see diagrams and documentsrelating to
the discussion (though use of facsimile transceivers
can permit documents to be exchanged). The term
audioconferencing can be used to describe two
quite different types of conference ♥ a conference
between two separate groups of people, each group
sitting in a special conference room with special
facilities, or a conference between several partici-
pants conducted via ordinary telephones.

Special audioconference facilities have been mar-
keted for many years but have not met with much
success. A typical conference table would incorpor-
ate a built-in high-quality loudspeaker and direc-
tional microphone for each participant, a system
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of pushbuttons to ensure that only one partici-
pant☂s voice is transmitted at a time, and lamps to
indicate which remote speaker is talking. Such
systemsusually require special dedicated telephone
circuits. Nowadays small portable units are avail-
able and can be placed on any meeting-room table
and connected via a standard telephone socket.
Nevertheless, even these compact devices are
meeting with only limited success.

In the United Kingdom, British Telecom offers
audioconferencing services through its Network
Nine service. Three different kinds of service are
offered, with a range of supporting equipment. The
first service is called Group-to-Group, where two
or more physical meetings are to be linked. The
second service is the Individuals-to-Individuals
service, where a set of people scattered all over
the world canjoin in one discussion.Finally, there
is the Group-to-Individuals service, which is used
(for example) if a board is meeting while two or
three of its members are abroad.

To support these services Network Nine offers
slow-scan television for diagrams, charts, or
drawings. A 40-second transmit time is used on a
64k bit/s digital line or an analogue line. The
Network Nine audioconferencing system is called
Orator. The Orator terminalis placed on a table,
with microphones spread around the table and a
loudspeakerfor each participant. We found Orator
to be simple and convenient to use once the parti-
cipants have overcomethe tendencyto regard the
loudspeaker as an invisible person. Network Nine
also offers an Orator multipoint bridge, so that
several Orator meetings can be interlinked.

In

a

crisis, a telephone conference can provide a
very valuable service because the reaction time
and the decision-making process are shortened
considerably.

Conference telephone calls can easily be set up
through a modern PABX. Some PABXs permit up to
six calls to be interconnected, but usually only one
of these can be an external party. Multiple external
party conferencescan usually be set up by arrange-
ment with prts. As public telephone networks
become more advanced,it will be possible for users
to make such connections without the need for
operator assistance. However,in practiceit is very
difficult to conduct an effective telephone con-
ference between morethan three parties because
of the difficulty of controlling the conference. If
two people speak at the same time, the result is
unintelligible.

Nevertheless, the use of conferencetelephonecalls
has spread rapidly across the United States, and is
now being marketed actively in Europe by the
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PTTs. Large multinationals such as IBM, Digital
Equipment, Honeywell, Datapoint, Control Data,
Pfizer, and Procter & Gamble all make extensive
use of telephone conferences. The technique has
found a particular niche in the United States
financial market with leading brokerage companies
and trading banks, such as Chemical Bank, Chase
Manhattan, Morgan Stanley, and Merrill Lynch.

COMPUTER CONFERENCING
Computer conferences allow a group to arrive at
a better decision, often in a shorter time and at a
lower cost than via conventional meetings. How-
ever, they suffer from the serious drawback that
the participants mustall be willing and able to use
keyboards. For this reason, computer conferences
have seldom been used by more senior decision
makers.
Computer conferencingis similar in some respects
to electronic mail. However, whereas electronic
mail is essentially one-to-one communication, con-
ferencing is many-to-many communication. There
are several fundamental characteristics of compu-
ter conferencing:
♥ Membersof a conference submit contributions,

or comment on the contributions of others, via
a computer terminal.

♥ The computer software organises the contribu-
tions, and when members log on to the con-
ference, they are informed only of those contri-
butions they have not yet read ♥ though they
also havefacilities to peruse earlier contributions
if they wish to. Computer conferencesare there-
fore self-documenting.

♥ Contributions may be made at whatever time
and place is convenient to the member. Thus,
there are no timerestrictions (no oneis everlate
for the ☁meeting☂), and there are no geographic
or time-zone constraints.

♥ Conference members havetime to consider care-
fully and, if necessary, to research and verify
their contributions.

♥ Conferences cannot be dominated by strong,
eloquent, or quick-thinking personalities.

♥ Usually, there is a computer conference leader
who organises and stimulates user interaction
and is responsibleforinitiating and concluding
the conference.

The first computer conferencing system was de-
signed and implemented in 1970, and there are
now hundreds of systems that use a computer to
store andfacilitate human communication. Some
of these are highly sophisticated systemsspecially
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designed for computer conferencing, or evenfor
a specific organisation. But many are commercially
available electronic mail systems that happen to be
used by a group involved in making a decision.

Of the leading conferencing systems,EIES, Partici-
pate, Confer, and Notepad are probably the best
known.EIES (Electronic Information Exchange Sys-
tem) was developed at the New Jersey Institute of
Technology by Murray Turoff (whooriginated the
idea of computer conferencing in 1970). Turoff is
now developing a new generation of conferencing
system for IBM. A detailed study of the impact of
EIES -was carried out in the early 1980s, andits
main conclusions are shownin Figure 3.6.
 

Figure 3.6 The impact of computer conferencing
One of the largest studiesof the impact of computer conferencing
wascarried outby Starr RoxanneHiltz and Murray Turoff of the New
Jersey Institute of Technology in the early 1980s.The computer
conferencing systemused in this studywas the Electronic Information
Exchange System (cies), which was usedby several thousand
academicsinthe early 1980s.Itwas designed to support the foliewn
types ofcomputer--mediated communication:
_ Managers:-to-individuals or managersto-predefined groups.
=-Conferences that involved time-sequenced transcripts of group

discussions ona particular topic. Thefacilities included voting,
textsearches, andautomaticdelivery of new materialto individual
users.

=-Notebooks, which were: text-compositionand word-processing
facilities that providedfeatures for organising and distributing
documents, as well as automatic notification of edits and
modifications.

=- Directories, which containedseleniteinterest descriptions
pein 10% groups aos for inaividaal users.

IESshadoretoed users and morethan 300,000 hoursof use.
Typical user groups consisted of between 20 and 50 people.
Themainconclusions of Hiltz☂s and Turoff☂s study were that:
♥ Learning to use a new communication medium and to integrate

☁it effectivelyinto established workpatternsis not easy. Although
☁igs members could learn the basic mechanics of using the
systeminafew hours, they did not becomefully comfortable with
it and werenotabletoutilise someofits more useful features
(such asjoint documentproduction)until they had between 50and
100 hours☂ experience of using the system.

♥ Ifauser groupdoes not haveone or more personswilling to take
an active leadership role, which requires spending atleast onehour a day online to organise and stimulate interaction, an
applicationislikely to be failure.

♥ Participants should feel that the task or activity is important
enoughthatthey are willing to make time to spendat least one
hour a week online. Less regular participation leads to frustration
both for group members, whose messagesare notretrieved and
responded to,and for the individual user, who forgets how to use
ithe systemand never becomesproficient and comfortablewithit.

♥ There were no dramatic scientific breakthroughs directly
attributable to the use ofcles during the two years of observation
by the study team. However, there was progress towards
clarifying theoretical controversies in mostgroups. Therewasalso
anincrease in the numberof professional contacts with whom
active membersofthe system regularly interact, and there was
agreater awareness ofthe varieties ofwork being carried outin
the area of interest and ofthe availability of new sources and types
of information usefulin scientific work.
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Participate was developed by Participation Systems
Inc. andis available via Telenet and The Source.
Itis also marketed by Digital, who are themselves
aheavy userof the system. There are now several
hundred public computer conferences on The
Source on a wide range of topics, both business and
academic.

By using computer conferencing, it is possible to
obtain the considered opinionsofall those likely
to be able to make a contribution to a decision,
irrespective of where the participants are located.
If the participants in the conferenceare in the habit
of logging on to the system frequently, their contri-
butions can often be gathered much more quickly
than if a physical meeting were arranged. How-
ever, if this is not the case and the decision is
complex and has to be made quickly, computer
conferencing may not be appropriate, because it
is difficult to force people to use the technique.
Another drawback of computer conferencing is the
absence of good graphics facilities, though some
packages such as Augment and Genie (from Data
Dynamics) do include graphics software.

Computer conferencing has been used most widely
in the academic community. For example, scien-
tists workingin a particularfield or on a particular
problem may use computer conferencing to ex-
change information andideas. In France, a power-
ful computer and communication networkis used
to provide services to a national research com-
munity, which includes several groups from the
Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique
(crNS), the universities and the INRIA sites at
Rennes and Antibes. The services include an elec-
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tronic mail system, a word processing package, and
a conferencing service known as Continuum.In the
parlance of Continuum, a conferenceis called a
☁meeting☂ and a message from a participant is a
☁transaction☂. Every transaction is given a unique
identifying code. The codesare used to search for
and review past transactions. Every transaction is
made available to, but not imposed on,every par-
ticipant. One important aspect of the use by INRIA
is that the setting up of meetings is completely at
the discretion of the users. There is no attempt to
enforce usage of the system.

During our research, we also came across several
commercial organisations that use computer con-
ferencing, the largest of which was Procter &
Gamble in the United States, with several thousand
users. For competitive-advantage reasons, Procter
& Gamble has never talked publicly about its com-
puter conferencing applications.

The commercial experience to-date shows that
computer conferencing can be a valuable tool
where a group of geographically dispersed profes-
sional staff (not just academics) are working on a
specific problem of project. However,it can clearly
also be used even whereall the participants are
located in the samebuilding, particularly where
heavy schedules makeit difficult to arrange physi-
cal meetings in a reasonable time.

Nevertheless, we believe that computer conferenc-
ing (and teleconferencing) will continue to be used
only in very specific situations. The plain fact is
that most people prefer face-to-face meetings.
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Chapter 4
Systems that aid decision making

There are many different types of systems that can
be used to aid or support a decision maker. Almost
every system, from a simple calculator through to
large exception-reporting systems and ☁what-if☂
models, can be used as an aid to decision making.
In this respect, it can be argued that some progress
has been made towards creating the information-
rich environment for the New Entrepreneur. Not
all managers are persuaded by the argument, how-
ever. Someoftheir criticisms, as we shall see, are
valid. But sometimes systems that aid decision
makingare criticised on spurious grounds, such as
a failure to take accountof all relevant factors. In
fact, such a system need not be comprehensive in
its coverage, because the person using the system
can consider any excluded factors.
This point is seen mostclearly in the spreadsheets
that are now the commonest type of decision-
support system in commercial use. A manager may
experiment with the cashflow implications of var-
ious plans using a spreadsheet system, but the final
planning decision may (and in many cases does)
dependonfactors such as staff availability and the
importance of creating flexible plans, which are not
part of the cashflow model. Spreadsheets, and simi-
lar tools, are used primarily as convenientaids that
permit more alternatives to be analysed, rather
than as a means of speeding up the decision-making
process. Thus in the example above,a superficial
judgement of the benefit of using a spreadsheet
system might be that it is merely saving the
manager☂s time and that the quality of decisions
is not improved because the calculations could
have been carried out manually. In our research,
however, we have found direct evidence that
managers are obliged to consider a narrowerrange
of options if every option has to be analysed in
longhand. Fatigue and boredom supervene.Silly
arithmetic errors creep in. Figures do not balance.
Theresult is that a workable solution, which may
be far short of whatis attainable, is adopted. In
other words, the decision-making process has been
degraded. We found no managers who have used
spreadsheets for budget and planning purposes
who have willingly reverted to manual methods.
At present, the decision-making aids are used
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predominantly by professionals, middle managers,
supervisors, andclerical staff. Nevertheless, as the
penetration of computer terminals in offices has
increasedin recent years, an increasing numberof
senior managers have begun using computer-based
systemsas decision-making aids. How typical are
these senior managers? Is the chief executive in the
Age of Discontinuity almost obliged to become a
computer user? A fierce debate rages aboutthis
topic, with some observers believing that in the
future most senior executives will use systems of
their own. John Kotter of Harvard University takes
a more conservative view, however. First, he
believes that fewer than ten per cent of executives
and managers currently use a computer, and
second, he believes that this figure is not set to
change muchin the next decade. Kotter believes
that the real impact of systems technology is on the
quality of information provided to senior managers
by their staff, not on their ability to reprocessit
for themselves.
We,also, do not believe that executive systems
will spread very quickly through the boardrooms
of Foundation members. But they will spread.
Experience showsthat senior managers value the
ability to obtain factual information from a termi-
nal, provided that it is organised for their con-
venience. In some cases they will be prepared to
workwith a system to control the presentation of
the information, but they are rarely willing to input
information to a system, and they are often reluc-
tant even to use electronic mail. In fact, for many
board members,the absenceofa keyboardis a pre-
requisite for using information technology. Senior
managers therefore need systemsthat are individu-
ally designedfortheir convenience, even thoughthe
systems will most likely incorporate standard mod-
ules of hardware and software. The implicationis
that data may needtobe inputor assembledspecifi-
cally for use by board members,as is the case with
the database used by the Dee Corporation, where
data for each implementationis assembled by finan-
cial staff. Systems such as these are often described
as executive information retrieval (EIR) systems. EIR
systemsare gradually coming into use in leading
organisations. We believe that the growthin their
use will be steady but not spectacular.
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Chapter 4 Systems that aid decision making

Figure 4.1 describes the main types of computer
facilities that can be used to aid decision making
at different staff levels. During the research for this
report, we identified more than 100 examples of
systemsthat aid decision making. For the sake of
clarity, we have divided these systems into five
categories:
♥ Systems that provide access to data.
♥ Systems that manipulate data.
♥General-purpose decision-support systems

requiring major developmenteffort.
♥ Systems that help to organise thinking.
♥ Expert systems.

SYSTEMS THAT PROVIDE ACCESS TO DATA

There are a great manysituations where theavail-
ability of the right data can have a significant
impact on decision making. One problem is that sys-
tem designers rarely understand what kind of
information will be really useful to managers. Con-
versely, managers are often unaware of the type
of information that could be made available to
them. At present, the range of data available in
electronic form from bureaux services is growing
rapidly. Organisations aware of the possibilities can
gain significant commercial advantage by provid-
ing their managers with access to relevant data. For
example, a large retail chain is reputed to have
made over $1 million in a single day as a result of
purchasing in electronic online form the most
detailed weather forecast information available. It
was able to predict an imminent heatwave and to
adjust the stocksin its stores accordingly. Delegates
on the 1986 Foundation Study Tour of Japan were
told of a similar decision-support system that used
weather forecast information relating to storms at
sea to spot potential fresh fish shortages, so that
stocks of frozen fish could be adjusted accordingly.

Weidentified many examples of systems that pro-
vide people with access to data for decision-making
purposes, including:
♥ The Reuters Monitor system.
♥ A videotex-basedprice look-up service for phar-

maceutical products.
♥ A content-addressable text-retrieval system used

to access market-research interview results.
♥ A value-added network service used as an aid

for decisions about petroleum trading.
♥A production-reporting system showing,

amongst otherthings, an analysis of production
waste products by type.
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 Figure 4.1 Main computerfacilities to aid decision
makingat different staff levels
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At present,the data from each available system has
to be accessed separately. In the future, we expect
the scope and sophistication of data-access facili-
ties to increase, so that they will provide the abil-
ity to link data from many databases, even though
these databases use different database manage-
ment systems, operating systems, and hardware
configurations. Certain technological developments
must take place before data-access facilities ofthis
type become widely used (see Foundation Report
51). We believe that database interfaces will in-
creasingly be based on the SQL language, whichis
now emerging as a de facto standard for database
management systems and query languages. The
interface with the human interrogator, on the
other hand,will exploit both artificial-intelligence
techniquesto help the userclarify his requirements
and data dictionaries to provide information about
what knowledge is available. Already, entrepre-
neurial companiesare being set up to provide data
about databases. These companiesact as business-
information brokers, and this new areaofactivity
is growing and changingrapidly. Foundation mem-
bers should have at least a part-time group
monitoring what is available in their industry.

SYSTEMS THAT MANIPULATE DATA
Systems that manipulate data are often used in
conjunction with systems that provide access to
data ♥ for example, data for local use by a manager
may be extracted from a file held on a mainframe
computer and manipulated using a personal com-
puter to create an ad hocreport. Oneorganisation
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wevisited has changed the wayits data process-
ing department responds to requests for ad hoc
printed reports. In the past there was a strong
demandboth for new reports and for small amend-
ments to existing reports (different sequences or
subtotal levels, for example). Now, when faced
with a request for a new report, the data process-
ing departmentassesses the data requirements of
the report, discusses with the user any related data
that might be useful in the future, and then writes
a program to extract the required data and format
it on a floppy disk. Instead of a weekly printed
report, the user now receives a floppy disc. Theuserthenloads the data into a spreadsheet package
(Lotus 1-2-3) andis responsible for analysing thedata and preparing any reports. Apart from a dra-matic reduction in the load onthe data processing
department, this approach has important benefitsfor the user in that he or she develops a betterunderstanding of the data and is able to carryout different types of analysis, depending on thesituation.
Anotherclass of systems that manipulate data fordecision-making purposes are operational researchsystems. These systems(often referred to as com-puter models) include simulation, linear program-ming, queuing theory, and critical path theory.When these systems are used to make or suggestdecisions, they usually optimise a particular situa-tion. For example, computer models have beenused to make decisions about:
♥ Stock levels, so that stockouts and stock levelsare minimised in the face of changing stockdemand.
♥ Production and transport facilities to meet avariable pattern of sales demand for differentproducts.
♥ Warehouselocations to minimise both lead timesand operational costs.
♥ Price levels for a new product or service.
♥ The design of telecommunications networks,taking account of the various combinations ofcommunications channels and traffic flows.
♥ The design of bridges wheretheeffects ofdiffer-ent loads and stresses have been simulated fordifferent designs.
♥ Thelayout of production facilities.
Some modelling systemsare large and complex andare expensive to develop and maintain (such assophisticated marketing and pricing models).Others are quite simple and inexpensive to imple-ment(such as a simple program that optimises thepackingof standard products ofdiffering sizes ontoa pallet of standard size). Generally, the more
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sophisticated the model becomes, the greater thedifficulty and the effort involved in ensuring thatthe underlying decision-making rules remain up-to-date. :
The more complex modelling systems are mostlikely to be used as decision aids, where the deci-sion suggested by the system is reviewed (andperhaps modified)by the person ultimately respon-
sible for the decision.

GENERAL-PURPOSE DECISION-SUPPORTSYSTEMS
Theobjective of a general-purpose decision-supportsystem is to provide answers to ad hoc questions.The designers attempt to build a database and toprovide a range of modelling facilities that are com-prehensive enough andflexible enough to satisfya wide range of requirements. The MIS projects ofthe late 1960s shared this aim. Most of theseprojects failed because the technology was imma-ture and the ambitions of the designers too broad.Since then, computers have become powerful andcheap enough, and software expertise has deve-loped sufficiently, to provide a reasonable chanceof success, especially if the scope of the project iscarefully constrained. The IcI and Imperial board-room systems described in Chapter 2 are examplesof general-purpose decision-support systems.
These systems often take the form of a speciallyconstructed bespoke database, together with arange of data-access and manipulation (or model-ling)facilities that allow the data to be used by avariety of decision makers for a variety of pur-poses. Usually, in addition to a high-level data-access language, they incorporate a wide varietyof predefined enquiries and display formats tomake them easier to use by executives who knowrelatively little about computer systems. TheImperial boardroom system had over 2,000 suchdisplays, accessed by a system of menus.
The value of using such a system, and thesitua-tions in whichit will be valuable, will becomeclearonly after people have beentrained to use it andmanagement has come to understandits strengthsand limitations. The development of a general-purpose decision-support system requires substan-tial investments of time and money,and thereforeneeds to be carefully planned. We have noted anincreasing trend for large organisations to investin constructing either executive information-retrieval systems or more broadly based decision-
support systems.

These investments canbe difficult to justify usingconventional cost/benefit criteria because of the
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uncertain nature both of the decisions that are to
benefit from such systems and of the benefits
themselves. We haveidentified two essential pre-
requisites for the successful development and use
of a general-purpose decision-support system.First,
the system should complement other inputs to
the decision-making process. For example, there
should be a natural balance betweenthefacilities
or data that the system providesandthefacilities,
data, and knowledge provided by other systems or
tools and by the human decision maker. Thus,if
it is easier for the decision makerto use a calcula-
tor or a spreadsheet program rather than a sophisti-
cated computer system, the sophisticated system
is likely to remain unused.

The second prerequisite for success is the availa-
bility of relevant and useful data in a suitable form.
A general-purpose decision-support system is
designed to be usedbya variety of decision makers
in a variety of decision-makingsituations, so it is
very difficult to predict the data requirements of
all the individuals who might use the system. We
believe that, before setting out to store new data
in an electronic form or rearranging existing sets
of electronic data, a systematic attempt must be
made to match the data needsto the typesof deci-
sion that will be supported by the general-purpose
system.

Thefirst step is to identify the more important deci-
sions (or types of decision) that are madeeither on
a regular or on an ad hocbasis. There are several
ways in whichthis can be done, but our experience
has shown that a very effective approach begins
with face-to-face interviews with identified deci-
sion makers in key areas. The interviewsare fol-
lowed by senior management workshops during
whichaninitial list of important decisions and cor-
responding data requirements is prioritised and
extended.

The analysis is carried out at the departmentor sec-
tion level and therefore does not include corporate-
wide decisions made by senior management. The
proportions of decisions in each category for each
departmentor section can then be displayed graph-
ically. Usually, there will be a considerable
imbalance in the importance of decisions made in
different areas of the organisation. A typicalillus-
tration of this imbalance is shownin Figure 4528

Once the more important decision-making areas of
the business have been identified in this way,
together with the associated data flows, improve-
ments to the data-delivery systems can be deter-
mined using conventional systems analysis tech-
niques. However, our experience of carrying out
this type of study has shown that technology-
based improvements are not necessarily the best
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approach. Often, changes in the organisational
structure and/or new insights about the data
required by those involvedin the flow are far more
important than the technology used. Also, we have
found that many of the most important decisions
are taken on an ad hoc, rather than on

a

routine,
basis. Predicting ad hoc data needs often requires
considerable foresight, not to say inspiration.

Once the desired improvements in the data-
delivery systems have been determined, the next
step is to identify the data requirements. Organi-
sations should do this by answering the following
questions:
♥ Is all the data that could significantly improve

the quality of each importantdecision available
or potentially available? And,if not, is the data
that is available still sufficiently valuable to
justify its inclusion in a general-purpose decision-
support system?

♥ Is the available (or potentially available) data
currently being delivered to the decision
maker(s) in an effective and relevant way?

♥ If not, how can the situation best be improved,
andis the optimum data-delivery solution likely
to have a significant effect on the quality of
important decisions?

Because of the importance of data for computer-
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Chapter 4 Systemsthat aid decision making

based decision-support systems of all kinds, it is
essential to balance the various needs to capture
data against the costs of doing so and thelimita-
tions of the data that are available. For example,
some decisions are important to individuals but
may be of only minimal importance to the organi-
sation as a whole. The cost of capturing and
manipulating large volumesof data to support such
decisions may not be justified. In contrast, other
decisions maybecritically important to the success
of the organisation, but relevant, accurate, and
timely data to support these decisions may not be
available.
Manylarge organisations have carried out detailed
data-analysis exercises to identify the data requiredto make different types of decision within their
ownorganisational environment. And some Foun-
dation members have usedalternative techniques
such as Jack Rockart☂s Critical Success Factorsapproach to homein on the areas of the businessthat are crucial and the correspondingdata require-ments. Although thesealternative techniques havenot alwaysbeen entirely satisfactory, they do form
a reasonably soundbasis for assessing the data-
 

Figure 4.3 A ☁decision value☂, data, and decision matrix
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capture, data-storage, and data-access require-ments.
In evaluating which technique or combination oftechniquesto use, it is important to rememberthatit will be necessary to capture data required byavariety of applications that may have only mediumor low decision values, as well as data related tohigh-value decisions. The cumulative effects ofmany low-value decisions can besignificant. Thisneed should not be interpreted as a rationale forcapturing andstoringall the data that is available,however.
One drawbackof a data-analysis exercise it thatitcan produce a mass of apparently conflicting datarequirements. We have found that the complexsit-uation identified by a data-analysis exercise can beclarified by constructing a simple decision-analysismatrix that relates different data needs to thevalue of the decisions to be taken, highlightingwhere one source of data can be used in severaldecision-making situations, or where data is notavailable. An example of such a matrix is shownin Figure 4.3. In the matrix, we can see, forinstance, that someof the data to support decisionB is not available, while decision F (which has amedium decision value) could be supported byproviding access to data captured to support thehigh-value decision C.

SYSTEMS THAT HELP TO ORGANISETHINKING
Ideas processors can be used by managers to helpthem organise, compare, and evaluate complexarguments. This type of system (Brainstorm andNotepad are two typical examples) has becomeavailable in recentyears to help the decision makerto organise the thinking process. Brainstorm, forexample, is described by its publishers (Caxton)asan ideas processor and (less modestly) as the ☁☁mosteffective aid to creative thought since the penciland paper☂☂. And all for £49.99. Other available sys-tems include the American Thinktank, and Frame-work,an integrated suite of programs from AshtonTate.

Mostof the systems currently available allow the
user to enter several ideas, expressed in textualform, in the sequence in which they occur. Theuser can then definethe relationships between theideas and use the system to group them in

a

vari-ety of ways. The packages, in effect, attempt to
mechanise the processes of induction andoriginalwriting. Some of the systemsallow the preferred
structure of ideas to be used as the skeleton of a
report, with the author using a word processor to
supply the extra text.
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Chapter 4 Systems that aid decision making

There are also a few packages that have in-built
expertise on some areas of decision making. In
these systems, the dialogue between the system
and theuser helps the user to define the problem,
and the system may then give advice on the way
to proceed.
In future, ideas processors and similar types of sys-
tem will develop to become more sophisticated,
will make greater use of graphics, and will allow
several alternative structures to be evaluated.

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Expert systems are perhaps the most exciting pos-
sible tool for the New Entrepreneur. They have
attributes that correspond neatly with Drucker☂s
world of uncertainty and volatility, such as their
ability to deal with unstructured and even fuzzy
information. They break away from the old-
fashioned mould of conventional data processing
systems. They seem innovative and powerful. They
mobilise the very knowledge that Druckersaysis
both the scarce resource and the driving force in
the Age of Discontinuity.

In 1983 the Butler Cox Foundation published a
report on expert systems, Report 37. Our broad
conclusion was that within every large and com-
plex enterprise, there were a few ♥ a very few ♥
high-payoffpossibilities for using an expert system.
If such a possibility existed, it could require a very
substantial investment to exploit it. In that report
we said it would be at least three years before
expert systems becamea generally usable tool. Our
view provoked considerable anguish and resent-
ment among the moststrident advocates of expert
systems. Butit also brought considerable relief to
many of our members, who were worried that they
had not invested more effort in the area. It gave
them oneless short-term problem to worry about.

With hindsight, we are even more certain that our
cautious view was the right one in 1983. We must
now consider what,if anything, has changedin the
intervening years. To allow our readers to judge the
presentstate of development of expert systems on
a basis of genuine understanding, we propose to
review at some length progressin thefield. We will
return to this topic in moredetail in a Foundation
report, to be published in 1987, which will review
the business use of expert systems.

Artificial intelligence has been defined by Peo
Winston as ☜☁the study of ideas which enable com-
puters to do the things that make people seem
intelligent☂? (see reference 2). In other words,
artificial-intelligence systems must cope with quali-
tative as well as quantitative information, ambig-
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uous and ☁fuzzy☂ logic, and rules of thumb. The
answers providedbyartificial intelligence may not
always be optimal, but they should alwaysbe valid.
Specific techniques such as ☁frames☂ and ☁rules☂
allow artificial-intelligence systems to represent
knowledge in ways that are much easier for a
manager to understand than the conventions of
algorithmic, procedural data processing.

Expert systems are one manifestation ofartificial
intelligence. Others (which will not be considered
in this report) are robotics and natural-language
understanding through semantic analysis. We also
adopt thedistinction recently proposed by Luconi,
Malone, and Scott Morton (see reference 3) be-
tween expert systems and expert support systems,
which is explored below.

The aim of an expert system is to take somescarce,
existing expertise and experience and to encapsu-
late it and communicate it to less expert or less
experienced people. That is the beginning and the
end of expert systems. The Schlumberger Corpo-
ration took their most knowledgeable geological
analysts and encapsulated their experience in a sys-
tem knownas the ☁Dipmeter Advisor☂ which was
then handed to all their geologists in the field. The
system examines the data about the geological
characteristics of a trial well and provides expert
advice to field geologists.

Expert systemsalso aim to solve problems that are
not amenable to traditional systems analysis. One
of the earliest and most successful implementations
of an expert system is XCON, developedbyDigital
Equipment Corporation in conjunction with
Carnegie-Mellon University. XCON uses over3,000
rules and 5,500 component descriptions to con-
figure the detailed specifications of VAX and other
computer systems to match the requirements of
customers. The system first determines that the
proposed configuration will actually fit together
and work. Then it generates a map of the layout
and power connections that will make it the best
configuration possible. The expertise enshrined in
XCON is important because a delay in commission-
ing a system is a major source of customer irrita-
tion, delayed payment of rental or purchase
moneys, and deferred cash flow. XCON has now
beenin usefor four years and Digital is quite cer-
tain the system is financially successful.

An expert system uses (in the terminology of
Luconi etal.) ☁☁specialised symbolic reasoning to
solve difficult problems well☂. The knowledge
encapsulated in the system is highly specific to the
problem area(findingoil or configuring computers);
it is not generalised knowledge relevantto problem
solving in general. The reasoning of the system is
symbolic and often qualitative, rather than being
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based on straightforward numeric calculations. In
addition, an expert system will often perform at
a level of expertise above that of the non-expert
human.

Oneimportant difference between expert systems
and conventional data processing systemsis that thelatter employprecise algorithms.If a payroll appli-cation works properly,thereis only one correct payfigure for each employeethatit can possibly reach.
Incontrast an expert system uses heuristic (rule-of-thumb)reasoning to determine (for example) thatone patternof geologicalresults is morelikely thananotherto match thetrial well data.
Earlier in this report we distinguished between sys-tems that make a decision and implementit (suchas automatic pilot systems) and those that merelyproposea decision for humanconsideration. Luconiet al. propose the samedifferentiation in the fieldof expert systems. They describe expert systemsthat merely suggest a solution for human consider-ation as expert support systems ♥ ☁☁computer pro-grams that use specialised symbolic reasoning tohelp people solve problems well☂. In such systems,the knowledge incorporated in the expert systemis accepted in advance as being inadequateto solvethe problem completely. It will be expanded andsupplemented by the humansin their dialogue withthe system. We find that this differentiation
between expert systems and expert support sys-temsfits well with our thinking about the differ-ent ways of using information technology toimprove decision making.
The three main components of an expert systemare the user interface or window, the knowledgebase containing the facts and the rules, and aninference engine containing reasoning methods.These elements are shownin Figure 4.4. The sepa-ration of the knowledge base and the reasoningmethodis as important in an expert system as isthe separation of the data from the program in con-

 

Figure 4.4 Elements of an expert system
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ventional data processing. As the problem changesor comes to be better understood, new rules can
be added to the knowledge base without tamperingwith the old facts and reasoning methods. Experts
(known as knowledge engineers), whoare skilled atknowledge representation, work with the subjectexperts to extract the knowledge from their brainsand transfer it to the computer. Not surprisingly,knowledge engineers are few and far between.
There are several different ways of representingknowledge within the knowledge base, but thethree most important knowledge-representationmethodsare production rules, semantic networks,and frames. Eachis described briefly below.
Production rules provide a simple toolkit for build-ing logical constructs of the form ☜☁ If. . . it is rain-ing, then . . . you need an umbrella.☝☂ A medicaldiagnosis expert system might have a productionrule that said:
If: (1) The patient has a fever, and

(2) The patient has a runny nose,
Then: It is very probable (0.9) that the patient has

a cold.
A computer configuring system might havea rule:
If: (1) There is an unassigned single-port disc

drive, and
(2) Thereis a free controller,

Then: Assign the disc drive to the controller port.
Another knowledge-representation method iscalled semantic networking. For example, it mightbe simplerto specify the above rule about assign-ing disc drives by supplying the knowledge basewith all the information about which part numbersrefer to drives, ports, controllers, etc. Thus, a cas-cadeof devices, components, subcomponents, andso on is established in the system. Semantic net-works are a very powerful tool for knowledgerepresentation because manyindividual rules can
be encapsulated in one network.
Frames are used to maintain a catalogueof attri-butes about an entity in the knowledge base. In thecase ofan electrical component, for example,itslength, width, weight, and power requirementsmight be stored in the slots of a frame. A frameis somewhatlike a record in a conventional data-base, except that it mayalso contain additional fea-tures such as ☁default values☂. If the default valuefor voltage requirements of a componentis 110volts, then the configuring system will assume 110volts for all components unless otherwise indicated.
Production rules, semantic networks, and framesall help create the knowledge base upon which theinference engine will operate. The reasoningmethods of the inference engine are intended to
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resemble those of a human being. The two methods
most frequently used with production rules are for-
ward and backward chaining. Figure 4.5 shows
how these two reasoning methods would work for
a tax advisor expert system. If a client☂s top rate
of tax is 50 per cent, his liquidity is over $100,000,
and he has high tolerancefor risk, the tax expert
says he should consider exploratory oil and gas
investments. If he is more cautious, development
projects are better suited to his investmentand tax-
ation needs. Forward chaining works through the
logic towards the conclusion. Backward chaining
starts from the other end with a question: are
investmentsin gas and oil exploration appropriate
to this client? It reaches a ☁yes☂ or ☁no☂ decision by
moving backwards through the knowledge base.

To which kind of business problem can expert sys-
tems be applied? Luconi andhis collaborators have
attempted to build a grid (shown in Figure 4.6)
which distinguishes between what computers are
good at and what humansare good at. They cate-
gorise each potential system according to the data
it requires, the proceduresthatit employs to reach
an answer, the goals and constraints imposed by
reality, and the strategies employed to decide
which procedure to apply in support of what goals.

Four categories of system emerge from this analy-
sis. The first and simplest are classical data pro-
cessing applications, where the data is structured
and the procedureis clear. The second, decision-
support systems, are used where the data is only
partially structured oris incomplete and where the
rules for solving the problem areless than clear.
The third category is the field of expert systems,
where the system builder can encode someof the
goals, some of the trial-and-error methods and
strategies that people use to solve problems but
that have previously been beyond the scope of
computer systems.

Yet even the advocates of expert systems are
obliged to admit that there are many cases in which
some of the most vital of the information elements
required to make a decision will be missing. The
desirability of launching a new product may
depend almost entirely upon the competitive res-
ponseof other companies, which cannot be known
jn advance. How can a corporate plan take account
of the health and happiness(or evensanity) of the
chief executive whowill (if it is adopted) be ex-
pected to implementit? ☁☜☁Whatthis suggests,☝ state
Luconi, Malone, and Scott Morton, ☜☁is that for
many of the problemsof practical importance in

 
Figure 4.5 Forward and backward chaining
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Figure 4.6 Characteristics of four types of system
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business, we shouldfocusour attention on design-
ing systemsthat swpport expert users rather than on
replacing them.☂☂ Hence the fourth category shown
in Figure 4.6 ♥ expert support systems. Luconi etal.
conclude that pioneering organisations are lead-
ing the way with these systems and are staking
out new territory (in terms of competitive advan-
tage) that will be hard for latecomers to capture.

Weare, on balance, more inclined to agree with
the more bullish mood of American researchers
than wehave beenin the past. Expert systems are
now moving from the university classroom into the
real world. During our research, we identified
many decision-making situations in which expert
systems werebeing used,or were likely to be used,
including:

♥ scheduling and costing system for property
construction, where the system was being used
to predict timescales and costs at an early stage
in the project, before all the details were known.

♥ Asystem that suggests solutions to problems in
integrated-circuit production.

♥ Systems for medical and plant disease diagnosis.
♥ Systemsfor analysing mineral-exploration data

and predicting the likelihood of successful min-
ing or drilling.

♥ Systems for insurance underwriting.
♥ Thepricingof aircraft seats in response to custo-
mer demandsasthetime of departure approaches.
North West Orient and otherairlines in the United
States currently use humanexperts to change the
proportion of economyseats on aircraft as the
departure time approaches. The objective is to
ensure that the number of empty seats is mini-
mised, whilst retaining the highest possible

percentage of full-fare passengers. North West
Orient has developed an expert system that
performs better than the human experts, and
it expects the system gradually to replace the
humanbeings.

♥ Aninvestmentsystem that decides on the best
☁home☂for funds on a day-to-day basis, using up-
to-date information about worldwide financial
markets.

♥ A computer-component-selection system that
decides on the components necessary to meet
a particular customer order.

♥ A washing-powdersimulation model that uses
an expert system to predict the features of
various combinations of washing-powder in-
gredients.

In the context of decision-making or decision-
suggesting systems, expert systems can be thought
of as extending the range of application of com-
puter systems beyondthat of conventional systems
or operational research systems. In somedecision-
making situations, expert systems techniques can
be used as an alternative to conventional data
processing or operational research techniques.
Wherethere is a choice, any doubt about which
type of system to use can usually be resolved by
considering the degree of uncertainty;/the degree
of complexity, and the stability of the decision-
making environment. Expert systemsarelikely to
be the best approachif:
♥ Thedecision rules are uncertain and subject to

frequent amendment.
♥A conventional computer model is likely to

become highly complex (andif an expert system
can be used).

♥ The decision-making environment is unstable.

 

REPORT CONCLUSION
This report set out to answer the question ☁☁How
can information technology be used to improve
decision making at senior and boardlevel?☝☂ It has
shown that, so far, the impact at this level has been
limited, although boardroom systems and tech-
niquessuchas decision conferencing are beginning
to be used to advantage. Group communication
aids, such as teleconferencing and computer con-
ferencing are also beginning to be used.
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Systemsaids for decision makers include database-
access systems, spreadsheets, general-purpose
decision-support systems, and ideas processors. All
of these are being used increasingly by senior
managers and board members. But the greatest
potential for improving decision makinglies with
expert systems. Every organisation should now be
evaluating the use it can make of expert systems.
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Appendix
A frameworkfor using IT to improve decision making

During our research for this report we developed
a framework to help us categorise both the vari-
ousroles that information technology can play in
decision-making processes and the typesof infor-
mation system that are suitable in differentsets of
circumstances. In effect, there are four waysin
which information technology can be used:
♥ To automate the decision-making process.
♥ To suggest decisions.
♥ To provide information or other aids for deci-

sion makers.
♥ To help groupsof decision makers communicate

with each other.
Webelievethatof all these categories, systems that
suggest decisions should be treated with the
greatest caution. In some situations, the decision-
making rules can be defined only partially, and the
computer system is used to suggest a decision that
is checked by a person before it is implemented.
However, although the need for human supervi-
sion might have been recognised at the design
stage, a period of successful operation maylead the
operators to place too much trust in the system.

At the beginning of this report we mentioned sys-
tems that automatically manage portfolios of secu-
rities on the world☂s stock markets. There is little
doubt that these systems have proved cost-
effective for the individual firms that use them.
But following the recent wild fluctuations of the
New York Stock Exchange,it has been seriously
argued that the volatile state of the market has
been caused by the aggregate effect of these sys-
tems. The systems overreact to changes in prices,
and cause each other to overreact ever more
extremely (in terms of control theory, the systems
are acting as positive feedback systems, not nega-
tive feedback systems). At present, this explana-
tion for the behaviour of the stock market is only
an assertion, butit is a rather worrying one. But
there are other equally worrying reasons to doubt
the wisdom of relying on systems that suggest
decisions.

Anotherrecent incident, this time on an aircraft,
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also offers food for thought. The pilot and copilot
were so confident of the decisions being made on
their behalf by the automatic landing system that
they failed to carry out basic checks on air speed
and altitude. The aircraft landed too quickly and
overshot the runway. Fortunately, no one was
hurt. But if people are prepared torisk theirlives
by relying on computerised decision-making sys-
tems, it seems even morelikely that reliance on
such systemswill result in unwise businessrisks.
It is not impossible thatthe risks could be fatal for
the organisation.

The relationships between the different levels of
business decisions and the ways in which informa-
tion technology may be used are shownin Figure
A.1. The degree of shading represents the extent
to which information technology is used now.
Thus,at present, decision-making systems are used
almost exclusively for operational decisions con-
cerned with the day-to-day running of the business,
although over time they will begin to be used
increasingly for tactical decisions(thatis, for deci-
sions now made by middle managers and profes-
sionals; these decisions are primarily concerned
with planning and with evaluating alternatives).
Eventually, they might also be used for strategic

 
Figure A.1_ The useofIT for different types of business
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decisions made by senior management, but not
within the foreseeable future.
Decision-suggesting systemsare also used today for
operationaldecisions, and increasingly for tactical
decisions. Over time, the use of this type of sys-
tem will also extend to strategic decisions.
Information technology tools help humandecision
makers make the decision themselves. The tools
include a wide rangeoffacilities, including spread-
sheets, routine analyses, database-access systems,
variance reports, and complex ☁what-if☂ models
that allow the decision maker to consider a large
numberof alternative options. Their use at present
is focused on middle-management decisions,
although they are also used to a lesser extent for
operational decisions and for senior-management
decisions. Over time, their use for operational deci-
sionsis likely to diminish (because more and more
routine decisions will be made by automated sys-
tems), whilst their use for management decisions
is likely to increase as senior managers become
more comfortable with using information tech-
nology.
Animportantclass of information technology tools
is what wecall ☁group-communicationsaids☂. Thistype oftool allows a group of people charged with
making a decision to communicate more effectively

by using, for example, computer-generatedgraph-
ics or teleconferencing facilities.
Havingidentified the main waysin which informa-tion technology can be used to improve decisionmaking, we thenidentified the characteristics thatdetermine whenit will be appropriate to use differ-ent types of information system in the decision-making process. These characteristics are:
♥ Whetherthe decision-making rules areavailable.
♥ Whetherthe basis on which the decision is madeis relatively stable. For operational decisions, thedecision-making environment is likely to bereasonably stable. For strategic decisions, theenvironment may be highly unstable.
♥ The ☁value☂ of the decision (high, medium, orlow). The value is determined by the benefitsfrom making the best decision and/or the penal-ties for making a poor decision. Strategic deci-

sions are likely to be higher-value decisions thanoperationaldecisions, but the cumulative ☁value☂of low-level operational decisions can be high.For example, the decision about when to reorder
stock and how muchtoreorderwill be repeated
many times. The ☁value☂ of any one individual
decision may notbe particularly high, but thecumulative effect of ordering inappropriatequantities, or reordering at the wrong time, over
 Figure A.2_ Decision characteristics that influence the use ofIT
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a sustained period could be very damaging.
♥ The speed with which the decision has to be

made.
♥ Whether accurate or approximate data can be

used.
♥ Whether relevant data is readily available.
♥ Whether large volumes of data have to be

accessed.
♥ The number and complexity of the calculations

that have to be performed.
♥ Whether the decision is one-off, or will be

repeated in the future at regular intervals.
♥ Whether one person is responsible for the

decision.
♥ Whetheran ☁electronic culture☂ is already estab-

lished in the organisation.

The relationship between these characteristics and
the different types of information system is shown
in the table in Figure A.2. (The table also contains
a column showing where the use of information
technology is likely to be inappropriate.) This table
shows, for example, that:
♥ It is mostlikely that a system that automatically
 

Figure A.3 Logical rules for determining when to use IT
in decision making

For a given decision-
making situation{

Use decision-making (or suggesting) systemsif the relevant
essential preconditions exist and someofthe indicators apply
 

(If not, then)

 Use systems that aid decision makersif the relevant essential
preconditions exist and some of the indicators apply
 

(If not, then)

 

If the decision is made by one person then information
technology has no further role to play
 

(If not, then)

 ☁Use group communicationsfacilitiesif the relevant essential
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| Information technology has norole to play |
(For preconditions and indicators see figures A.4-A.6)
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makesdecisions can be built where the decision-
makingrulesare available, the decision-making
environmentis stable, the value of the decision
is high or medium,the decision has to be made
quickly, the relevant datais available, and the
decision is repeated regularly. Clearly, most (if
not all) strategic decisions are excluded.

♥ A decision-suggesting system is more likely to be
appropriate where the data and decision-making
rules may belessreliable, the decision valueis
high or medium, but wherethe timescale is not
so pressing.

♥ Information technology is less likely to have a
role to play where the decision-making environ-
ment(data and logicrules) is unstable and where
the decision value is low.

The information shown in Figure A.2 forms the
basis for a framework(or methodology) for deter-
mining the most appropriate waysof using infor-
mation technology for decision making. The metho-
dology consists of a set of rules that determine
when and how information technology can be
used. The rules can be represented in the form of
the flow chart shown in Figure A.3. By working
logically through the ☁if-then☂ rules,it is possible
to determine whether:
♥ Information technology can be used to automate

the decision-making process(either to make the
decision or suggest a decision).

♥ Information technology can be used as an aid for
decision makers.

♥ Information technology can be used as a com-
munications aid for a groupof decision makers.

♥ Information technology has norole to play.
 

Figure A.4_ Rules for determining if systems that make or
Suggest decisions are appropriate

☁Use a system to make: or suggesta decision \ :

 

Thefollowing preconditions.exist:
"Decision-makingtulesare available. =

=♥ The decision-making environment is stable.
The quality.of the.decisions.can be. assessed.
Relevant data areavailable, ze
Both the systemand the Roan must have a part to
☁playin theoS (fos,Saou!that suggest

" decisions).

  

ANDIF some ofthe |following ingicatcis: are present:
♥ The decision value is high or medium.
_♥ Timelinessifvery|important.♥

 

a =
a Accuracyiis important.
= Largevolumes ofdataneedto Je andlor

_ manipulated. 5
ee The decision-making sivation is repeated requ.
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Appendix A framework for using IT to improve decision making

 

Figure A.5 Preconditions andindicators for using the four types of decision-making aids
 

Precondition or indicator
 Relevant data are available
 The data are useful for decision making

 

 Natural balance between system and decision maker ♥

 

 

 

The decision maker is able and willing to usezeSysien)
Timeliness is important :

   

 

 

 
Large volumes of data need to be accessed and ☁manipulat
Data already in electronic form :
 Accuracy is important
 Decision-making rules are not available
 Decision-making environmentis complex

 

 Comprehensive coverageof a topic is= iibera

 

 Complexorintuitive logic
 Decision maker has a mental☁block☂
 Decision value is medium or high
 

 

Data can be used in several situations  

 

     
preconditionP=

| = indicator
 

 

Figure A.6 Rules for determiningif group communicationsfacilities are appropriate
Use group communications facilities |F_
The following precondition exists:

 

♥ The decision is to be made by a group withunderstanding of the decision. : :
ANDIF some ofthe following indicators are present:
♥_ The decision value is high or medium. :
♥_ The decision-making environmentis unstable.
♥_ Relevant data and decision-making rules arenot available.
♥ More than one areaof the businessis involved in makingthe decision.
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The ☁rules☂ consist of a set of preconditions andindicators. The preconditions and indicators forusing decision-making (or suggesting) systems areshownin Figure A.4; the preconditions and indi-cators for using decision-makingaids are shown inFigure A.5; and the preconditions and indicatorsfor using group communicationsaids are showninFigure A.6.
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 Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in theapplication of information technology within com-
merce, government and industry. The companyoffers
a wide range of services both to suppliers and users
of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundationis a
service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.
The Foundation not only provides access -to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.
Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments
in information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers of
the technology. The membershipis international, with
participants from Australia, Belgium, France,Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topics are selected by Butler Cox and half
by preferences expressed by the membership. Each
year a shortlist of topics is circulated for consideration
by the members. Memberorganisations rank the
topics according to their own requirements and as a
result of this process, members☂ preferences are
determined.
Before each research projectstarts there is a further
opportunity for members to influence the direction
of the research. A detailed description of the project
defining its scope and the issues to be addressedis
sent to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written in a style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and on offering advice and guidance on how
and whento address those issues.
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Selected reports
5 The Convergence of Technologies
8 Project Management
11 Improving Systems☂ Productivity
15 Management Services and the Microprocessor
17 Electronic Mail
18 Distributed Processing: Management Issues
19 Office Systems Strategy
20 The Interface Between People and Equipment
21 Corporate Communications Networks
22 Applications Packages
23 Communicating Terminals
24 Investment in Systems
25 System Development Methods
26 Trends in Voice Communication Systems
27 Developments in Videotex
28 User Experience with Data Networks
29 Implementing Office Systems
30 End-User Computing
31 A Director☂s Guide to Information Technology
32 Data Management
33 Managing Operational Computer Services
34 Strategic Systems Planning
35 Multifunction Equipment
36 Cost-effective Systems Development and Maintenance
37 Expert Systems
38 Selecting Local Network Facilities
39 Trends in Information Technology
40 Presenting Information to Managers
41 Managing the Human Aspects of Change
42 Value Added Network Services
43 Managing the Microcomputer in Business
44 Office Systems: Applications and Organisational

Impact
45 Building Quality Systems
46 Network Architectures for Interconnecting Systems
47 The Effective Use of System Building Tools
48 Measuring the Performance of the Information

Systems Function
49 Developing and Implementing a Systems Strategy
50 Unlocking the Corporate Data Resource
51 Threats to Computer Systems
52 Organising the Systems Department
54 Integrated Networks

Forthcoming reports
Planning for the Future Corporate Data Centre
The Effect of IT on Corporate Organisational Structure
Choosing System Development Methods
Educating the Organisation to Exploit IT
Electronic Data Interchange

Availability of reports
Foundation reports are available only to members of
the Butler Cox Foundation. Members receive three
copies of each report. Additional copies may be
purchased from Butler Cox. Reprints of the summary
of research findings for each report are available free
of charge.
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